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Road to sustainably higher growth
While the global growth rate is expected to go down to 3% in 2019
and 2.9% in 2020, India is projected to regain its position as the world’s
fastest growing major economy advancing 7.3% this fiscal year and
7.5% in the next two years, according to the recent forecasts from the
World Bank. India’s GDP growth bottomed out in the middle of 2017
after slowing for five consecutive quarters, and has since improved
significantly, with momentum carrying over into 2018 on the back of
a recovery in investment, as per the report. The growth projections
reflect robust private consumption and strengthening investment.
More importantly, manufacturing output and industrial production
have become robust and stable. The question is, how broad is this
growth, and how long will it sustain?
India is striving to improve its manufacturing competitiveness at a time
when manufacturing powerhouse China is shifting toward consumptionled growth. China now faces the risk of overcapacity in many segments.
For India, on the other hand, its road to sustainably higher growth and
a competitive manufacturing sector goes through robust and reliable
national infrastructure, especially in power and transportation.
Having said that, Indian manufacturers, especially MSMEs, need
to look at adoption of advanced technologies and global standards, as
early as possible. Advanced manufacturing technologies will enable
Indian manufacturers to not only be cost competitive but also enable
access to developed markets through technologically advanced
products. Benchmarking with global companies and collaborative
approach for the industry is what’s needed to hasten technology
adoption with optimal investments. We have come far, but we still
have a long way to go!
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The manufacturing regime is coming to
an end. Its main value is its disruptive cost of
production per piece. This signifies that you
make a million parts and part cost becomes
negligibly small. Further, the methods were
improved to get most of productivity to
increase the margins. Quality systems came
up to avoid rejections for all possible reasons.
The ultimate was the Six Sigma Drives to
produce goods with consistency.
As the technologies grew alongside,
they augmented manufacturing further. The
inventions gave monopoly rights to enjoy
the markets, which included computing
bolstered manufacturing through
automation and optimisation. However,
this manufacturing glory is poised to vanish
soon. Are we then heading to a dooms day?
How can consumption of humans whose
wants are said to be unlimited, dry up? That
is not what I am claiming. On the contrary,
human wants have been surging to an alltime high since the dawn of civilisations.
Focus on customer
What we need to understand is the
emergence of the new customer. These
are the young customers born during the
millennium. Today, they are into their late
teens waiting to enjoy the best of technology
10
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TIME TO SWITCH
FROM SUPPLY CHAIN
TO DEMAND CHAIN
that the market can provide. They would
like to have unique solutions and take
great pride in promoting themselves and
their unique things on social media. They
want to consume things and are always in
constant search.
Our manufacturing industry has to
get ready to serve such customers. Lean
and agile systems may become “LeAgile”,
but will they be able to make a small batch
production or provide a quantity of one?
That is really agile at its best. Thanks to the
developments in IT & 3D Printing, today we
can not only dream of such agility but live it.
Yes, we can take an order from an individual
customer somewhere on the globe and make
his unique solution and ship it.
Bill of Materials used to drive the supply
chain. This new manufacturing, which I
wish to call Digital Fabrication, starts with
the Whole Digital to produce the Physical
Whole. That is the part count of one!

Additive Manufacturing or 3D printing
can never compete with conventional
manufacturing to produce a million parts,
but we will have less such needs in future as
the demand is for unique solutions created
by customers themselves!
New way of manufacturing
The customer as a designer is never
new. But with the technological and safety
regulations, the design intents could get very
complex for them to handle or they may not
have all the skills to make it. However, what
he knows is what he wishes to consume. This
is also getting solved by a new co-creation
window between industry and customers.
The industry knows the complexity and
puts up a Parametric Design over the cloud.
The customer plays with it and creates what
is best for him to consume. We call this the
Gammification of buying. After the creation,
the customer pays and awaits its arrival. This
is known as Democratising Design.
In this way, the era of Demand Chain
is, thus, born. Consumer demand pulls,
manufacturing takes a back seat and the
design leads to production. This new
way of manufacturing is not far away;
infact, it is already happening in your
neighbourhood! ☐
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MARKET | NEWS

NITI Aayog & ABB India partner to make India AI-ready
The National Institution for Transforming India (NITI Aayog) and ABB India have signed a Statement of
Intent (SoI) to support the Indian government’s vision of ‘Make in India’ through advanced manufacturing
technologies that incorporate the latest developments in Robotics and Artificial Intelligence. The two will work
to prepare key sectors of the economy, such as, the power and water utilities sector, food, heavy industries,
transport (rail and metro) and infrastructure sectors for digitalisation, IoT and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Elaborating on the collaboration, Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog, said, “This collaboration is meant to lead to
actionable insights that will help India become a centre for advanced manufacturing.”

Global business growth is on the rise

Tata Boeing delivers first AH-64 Apache fuselage

Tata Boeing Aerospace recently announced the delivery of the first
AH-64 Apache combat helicopter fuselage ahead of schedule from its
state-of-the-art facility in Hyderabad. The fuselage will now be transported
to Boeing’s AH-64 Apache manufacturing facility in Mesa, AZ, for
integration into the final assembly line. This delivery comes within a year
of the aerospace joint venture facility becoming operational. The facility
will also produce secondary structures and vertical spar boxes for the
multi-role combat helicopter. Commenting on the achievement, Pratyush
Kumar, President, Boeing India, said, "This is a major step forward in
Boeing and Tata Advanced Systems’ continued commitment to make
advanced, high quality aero structures in India."

Epicor Software recently launched the Global Growth
Index, where one of the key findings was that
manufacturing business growth has increased by 3.7
per cent, despite half of manufacturers admitting that
they have grown under challenging circumstances. The
Growth Index is designed to measure the state of
business growth worldwide, by tracking the
performance of manufacturing businesses in 14
territories. Comparing figures on a global scale, the
Global Growth Index shows a solid performance from
India, with manufacturers outperforming global average
figures in terms of expanding product ranges, profits,
workforce, geographic expansion and exports.

Liebherr opens new manufacturing unit in Aurangabad

Liebherr, refrigerator expert of German origin, recently inaugurated its manufacturing unit in
India, at the Shendra Industrial Park, Aurangabad. This is Liebherr’s first refrigerator factory in
India. Spread over 50 acres, the facility is equipped with smart manufacturing features and assets
capable of relaying accurate data and integrated traceability system for production planning and
review. The total production capacity is around 500,000 units per year. Speaking at the
inauguration, Radhakrishna Somayaji, Chief Sales Officer, Liebherr Appliances India, said, "Our
manufacturing strategy for Aurangabad will be able to deliver high quality appliances, establish
global standards, employ the best team and partner with a world-class local supplier base."
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Def Expo 2018, a platform for many MSMEs
Def Expo 2018, India’s mega defence exhibition, concluded recently in Chennai. The crux of the expo was centered around the
idea of making India the factory for global defence needs. The event saw a participation of over 670 companies, including 154 foreign
ones. Official delegations from 47 countries attended the expo, including a large number of defense attachés of various countries,
who visited a number of stalls to familiarise themselves with Indian products that they could import, in order to meet their domestic
requirements. Global OEMs, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, Saab (Sweden), Thales, Airbus, BAE Systems, MBDA, Naval Group, and even
a few South Korean, German and Finnish companies put up their stalls to make an impression on the Indian armed forces.
This also happens to be the first Def Expo after the Indian Government’s announcement of Strategic Partnership Policy last year.
Plus, it comes right on the heels of the failure of IPOs of defence PSUs, which was a part of the government’s disinvestment program
of defense PSUs. Organisations leveraged this event as their launchpad, not only to express their interest in participating in the RFI,
but also signed agreements with Indian partners to vouch their commitment to the ‘Make in India’ initiative.

Showcasing better productivity solutions
YG-1 Industries India, an industrial leader in manufacturing cutting tools and tool holders, will be participating in this year’s
ACMEE 2018 trade fair to be held in Chennai. Globally manufacturing 24 million taps per year, the company is setting benchmarks
in terms of technology offerings and the range of products available in its portfolio. Tapping is the only cutting tool application where
it stops in the middle of the cut and reverses itself out of the hole with chips still in the flutes. This makes tapping and tap design
one of the biggest challenges in metal cutting. Different work piece materials and critical geometrical tolerances make it more
challenging. Further, any minor errors in tapping may result in component rejection and loss of time. The tap design features must
be balanced to provide cutting action, chip control, lubrication and torsional strength.
The company’s patented design consists of unique flute geometries, thread design & rake angle/relief to address issues, such
as, thread damage, oversize pitch diameter and chip clogging. They manufacture combo taps in wide range, which covers metric &
inch series. The combo tap has optimised flank geometry to prevent over and under feeding, enables smoother tapping with better
evacuation and provides compensation of cutting force, which reduces tap wear and extends tool life. It comes with black ring,
which indicates its multi-utility on various work material and it is also capable of minimising problems and providing better
productivity with minimal rejection rates. This helps in maintaining lesser number of varieties, thus reducing the inventory and
lowering the cost per component.
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HP and Siemens expand opportunities for 3D design and Additive
Manufacturing innovation

HP Inc and Siemens recently expanded their longstanding collaboration at Siemens PLM Connection Americas
2018, one of the largest events for Siemens’ PLM software users, in order to enable even more advanced
functionality across a broader set of Siemens PLM software. They also intend to change the way users can design
and manufacture with HP’s Multi Jet Fusion 3D printing technology.
Siemens, a leader in digital innovation software, and HP, the global industry leader in 3D printing, will enable
users of Siemens’ NX™ software and Solid Edge® software to design and produce full-colour 3D printed parts. HP’s
Jet Fusion 3D 300/500 series is the industry’s first 3D printing solution for the production of engineering-grade, with
functional parts in full-colour, black or white – with voxel-level control – in a fraction of the time of other solutions.
The Jet Fusion 3D 300/500 series also supports the leading colour file formats, including 3MF, enabling designers to
easily produce the colour parts that they want with a reliable workflow. Users taking advantage of NX and Solid
Edge for HP’s Multi Jet Fusion technology will have access to 3MF files ready for HP’s entire portfolio of printers,
including the industrial-grade HP Jet Fusion 4200/4210 and 300/500 solutions.
Giving his view, Tony Hemmelgarn, President and CEO, Siemens PLM Software, said, “Our users will now be
able to apply the power and flexibility of Siemens’ NX and Solid Edge product design software to HP’s
groundbreaking 3D printing technology. This will open a world of new design possibilities with the availability of
full-colour parts.”
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“Abrasive technology can
never go out of fashion”
Ashok Kocheril, Chief Executive Officer, Suhner India, in an interaction with Maria Jerin,
discusses the trends in the abrasive market and highlights his company’s recent expansion
plan keeping in mind the growth prospects of the future. Excerpts…
How has been the performance of Suhner India in the recent
past? What were the major factors that were affecting growth?
Since 2013, Suhner India has been on a growth path. In
2017, there was a slight slump primarily on account of
demonetisation and GST implementation. Due to this, the
growth has slowed down in 2017 for a while. However, moving
ahead, we are quite bullish about the future. Our experience
with exhibitions like IMTEX that happened during the start
of this year reflects the positive trend in the
market and is quite encouraging.
According to you, what are the trends that are
witnessed lately in the abrasive industry?
In the abrasive sector, one of the new
trends that is coming up is the use of robot
tools to do finishing. We have developed
a series of tools that is specifically meant
to be used with robots. That is the future
because everybody wants to get away
from manual polishing and wants to
move towards automated and mechanised
way of polishing. In terms of material
trends, we are witnessing increased usage
of aluminium and light alloy products,
wherein the process of buffing and polishing is a challenging
task. So, in order to meet this requirement, we have come out
with a series of abrasives for aluminium polishing.
Can you highlight your company’s latest offerings in the
abrasive segment?
Recently, we launched a product called SUNmic micro motor
system, especially for the tool and mould making applications
where a precision finish is desired – for instance, grinding,
milling, brushing and polishing. This product primarily caters
to pharma equipment manufacturers, kitchen equipment
manufacturers, etc. It is generally for anyone who uses stainless
steel, which requires a high level of final polishing.
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Suhner India has three major business units in the Indian
market. Out of this, which ones do you think have a major
potential in India?
Abrasive and transmission has got a much better potential
than the machining division. Abrasive technology can
never go out of fashion. I have not witnessed any disruptive
innovations that are going to replace abrasive technology at
least in the near future. In the field of transmission, we have
our flexible drive shafts that are seeing quite
a good traction especially in the automotive
field. These are some of the areas, where
we perceive growth and this year, we have
increased our manufacturing capacity by
about 60% to meet the market demands.
Going forward, how are you strategising your
business model for the Indian market? What
are your plans for expansion?
With respect to our business model, we
will continue with our strategy of selling
our products directly to the customers by
demonstrating solutions to them.
As part of our expansion plan and
keeping in mind the growth prospects of the
future, we have increased our manufacturing and office space
from 800 sqm to 2000 sqm. The new facility has 1600 sqm of
manufacturing space and 600 sqm of office, display areas and
training areas. For the machining division, there is a fully
equipped demo room that serves the purpose of demonstrating
the capabilities of Suhner. For the abrasive division, there is a
full-fledged training room, where the sales engineers hone their
grinding and polishing skills as well as customers bring in their
samples to get a solution. The facility also has a complete service
and testing center that manages all the Suhner products that
are sold in India. This is a significant milestone in our eventful
journey in India so far. We also have plans of opening another
office in Coimbatore and Hyderabad in the future. ☐
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“The Indian industry has embraced
simulation with open arms”
Vineet Dravid, Managing Director, Comsol Multiphysics, throws light upon how the usage of
engineering simulation has reduced prototyping greatly. In this interaction with Juili Eklahare,
he also discusses how the simulation of real-life systems can be an intricate process, highlighting
the results of more and more industries adopting simulation. Excerpts…
How has engineering simulation changed over the years?
The past decade has seen a rapid transformation in the adoption
of engineering simulation in industrial processes and new
product design. For example, during the manufacturing process
of a simple nut-bolt pair, traditionally, a number of prototypes
would first have to be manufactured. These would then be
physically tested for different critical parameters. Furthermore,
depending on the desired results, certain changes would be
incorporated into the prototype. This iterative
process would continue till the optimised
design was obtained, only after which fullscale manufacturing could begin.
However, with emphasis on ComputerAided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE), prototyping has now
reduced considerably. Hence, this has made
it even more important for simulations
to accurately capture the inherent
‘multiphysics’ nature of real-life problems.
This, in turn, leads to a greater demand for
high-fidelity simulations.
So, it’s safe to say that engineering
simulation has matured significantly. But there
is a need to make available an easy-to-use tool
in organisations which will enable designers and field engineers
to make quick decisions on design feasibility or the change of
operating conditions.
What is the USP of COMSOL Multiphysics software? How is it
different from the other simulation tools?
COMSOL Multiphysics® can couple different physical phenomena
and model their interaction as it happens in the real world. This
enables the simulation of virtually any physics-based system.
The simulation platform can be further expanded, with tools for
electrical, acoustic, chemical applications, and so on.
Once ready, any COMSOL® model can be converted into
an app with its own interface using the Application Builder
tool, which is built-in to the COMSOL Multiphysics® software
platform. These apps can then be launched over the web, without
the need to have access to the full software.
How is COMSOL Multiphysics contributing to the Indian market?

22

Which industries majorly adopt engineering simulation software
and how are they benefitted from it?
The Indian industry has embraced simulation with open arms.
There are also quite a few case studies presented by Indian users
from the automotive, electrical and chemical domains, which
are available online. The COMSOL Annual Conference 2018,
which will take place in Bangalore this August, will feature many
companies discussing their successes with us.
What are some of the challenges faced while
using engineering simulation software? How
can they be overcome?
The simulation of real-life systems can be
a complex process which requires expertise
in using the simulation tool and also an
understanding of the various coupled
physical phenomena that occur within the
system. As more industries adopt simulation,
there is an increasing dependence on CAE
experts, leading to a simulation bottleneck
across the industry.
COMSOL simulation apps can help
overcome this challenge by democratising the
benefits of simulation among non-experts.
CAE experts can now easily build a custom user interface, i.e.
application of any COMSOL model to share with their colleagues
and customers. The apps can be deployed across the organisation
via the COMSOL Server™ license.
There has been a rise in the demand for engineering simulation
software from start-ups. How does COMSOL make it affordable for
them?
Through apps, COMSOL Server™ gives users access to the same
powerful simulation technology that is found in COMSOL
Multiphysics®. Moreover, the apps can be conveniently run from
the users’ workstations via the web browser itself.
What is the road ahead?
We will continue to improve the software and make it even more
relevant to users. We plan to keep providing exceptional technical
support and online training sessions, webinars and other similar
events to facilitate the usage of the software. ☐
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Endless
possibilities!
Mukesh Ambani

CHAIRMAN
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD

A dynamic global leader and an Indian
business tycoon, Mukesh Ambani is the
Chairman of Reliance Industries Ltd. Known
to be a powerhouse who transformed his
family business into a mega global venture,
his company contributes almost 5% of the
country’s GDP, making him the richest
person in India.
After completing his education, he
decided to assist his father by joining
Reliance Industries and helped him with the
establishment of a textile industry. Being a
revolutionary leader, Ambani diversified
Reliance Industries from textiles to polyester
fibres to the petrochemical sector. During
this process, he also went on a stride creating
close to 51 new manufacturing facilities.
With ambition burning not only for his
company but also for the nation, Reliance has
continued investing into energy exploration
and has formed the world’s largest oil
refinery in Jammnagar. An unstoppable
entrepreneur, he further opened a chain
of almost 700 stores selling food and other
wares, promising that this will help the flow
of money from the flourishing cities to the
struggling agricultural rural areas of India.
With a strong focus on serving the country’s
24

TODAY, I SEE A
BILLION PEOPLE AS A
BILLION POTENTIAL
CONSUMERS
huge population, he once said, “Today, I
see a billion people as a billion potential
consumers, an opportunity to generate value
for them and to make a return for myself.”
One of his most striking ventures was
the establishment of Reliance Infocomm
Ltd, which focused on information and
communications technology initiatives.
A path-breaking move, this venture
significantly transformed the country’s
internet connectivity by making broadband
and digital services affordable and available
to all. Highlighting this, he remarked,
“Broadband and digital services will no
longer be a luxury item – a scarce commodity
– to be rationed amongst the privileged few.”
Harbouring a never-give-up attitude
along with an exemplary vision, strong
clarity and letting nothing come in the
way of his business’ growth, Ambani has

proved what it takes to build mega global
successful enterprises that can cater to a
huge market. Sharing his insights, he shared,
“The organisational architecture is really that
a centipede walks on a hundred legs and one
or two don’t count. So, if I lose one or two
legs, the process will go on, the organisation
will go on and the growth will go on.”
His company currently operates
in five major segments, which include
exploration and production, refining and
marketing, petrochemicals, retail and
telecommunications. It is ranked among
the Fortune Global 500 companies and is
considered to be India’s second most valuable
company by market value. Providing a
livelihood to over 12 million Indians and a
legacy that continues to reshape the Indian
market, he serves as an inspiration to all
budding entrepreneurs worldwide. ☐
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TECHNOLOGY

GLOBAL TOOL DETERIORATION ANALYSIS
A macro approach to look beyond machining

Cutting tools are fundamental elements of the metal cutting process.
Depending on how the tools are chosen and applied, they offer the
potential to maximise machining productivity or, on the other hand,
create production bottlenecks. Much depends on how tool use is managed
in relation to the overall manufacturing process. The feature discusses the
importance of Global Tool Deterioration Analysis (GTDA)
method that considers the elements beyond machining
process while analysing and predicting tool life.
Patrick de Vos

Corporate Technical Education Manager
Seco Tools
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Figure 1: Global manufacturing process

Cutting tools are by their nature consumable; they wear
until they are no longer effective. A traditional approach to
metal cutting tool management employs wear analysis alone,
focused on manipulating tool materials, geometries and
application parameters to improve part output and tool life in a
selected operation. Maximising the efficiency of a facility’s
entire manufacturing process, however, involves consideration
of a broad range of factors in addition to tool wear. It is essential
to examine cutting tool wear or, more broadly, tool deterioration,
in light of the overall or “global” manufacturing process.
Global Tool Deterioration Analysis (GTDA) goes beyond
basic measurement of tool wear to include tooling-related
considerations, such as, time spent in tool manipulation,
problems other than wear, production economics, shop
organisation, personnel attitudes and assumptions, value stream
management, and total manufacturing costs. GTDA is based on
regular evaluation of a large number of a shop’s used cutting tools
randomly selected to construct a comprehensive picture of their
contributions to the facility’s manufacturing efforts overall.

The global manufacturing process
Study of tool wear usually is limited to a single tool
employed in a specific machining operation. However, to gain
maximum benefits, it is essential to examine tool wear or
deterioration in relation to all tooling in a facility’s
manufacturing processes. The manufacturing process (Figure
1) begins with acquisition of raw materials and planning that
involves utilisation of human intellect, technological resources
and capital investment. The process advances through valueadding and value-enabling activities but may be restrained by
waste-producing events that result in the loss of money, time
and intellectual resources and consequently, reduce part
quality and yield. Output is measured in terms of part quality,
the quantity required and desired production time and cost.

Manufacturing process evolution
The methods used to analyse and predict tool life depends
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on the way in which the tools are applied. Over the centuries,
manufacturing practices evolved from craft-level output of
individual items to mass production of standardised parts.
Improving manufacturing methods then brought about a
second generation of mass production capable of producing
increasingly greater volumes of similar parts – a high volume,
low product mix (HVLM) scenario. Most recently, digital
technology as applied in programming, machine tool controls
and workpiece handling systems is facilitating a third generation
of mass production that permits cost-efficient, high-mix lowvolume (HMLV) production.
Although the key performance issues remain the same –
namely, achieving cost and time efficiencies, a certain minimum
quality and a certain level of yield – second- and third-generation
mass production techniques require different approaches to
tool life analysis. In a second-generation HVLM scenario,
identical parts are machined from the same workpiece material
in production runs that may last days, months or years using the
same equipment and the same kind of cutting tools. In that
situation, tool life management is relatively simple. Shop
personnel use prototyping and trial runs to determine the best
average tool life, then divide the desired volume of parts by the
expected life of individual tools.
Consistent tool life expectancy data enable a shop to plan
tool changes that maximise tool utilisation and support
continuous production. However, HVLM production methods
are declining in prominence. To balance part inventory with
demand and accommodate ongoing engineering changes,
manufacturers are machining fewer and fewer parts in long,
unchanging production runs.
At the same time, third-generation HMLV mass production
strategies are growing in acceptance. Rapidly adjustable HMLV
processes match well with contemporary inventory and
engineering goals, but the planning process is much more
complex. A run of ten parts may be followed by part lots of two,
five or even a single component. Workpiece materials may
change from steel to aluminium to titanium, and part geometries
from simple to complex. There is not enough time available to
determine tool life through trials.
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Figure 2: Tools cost money

Figure 3: VSM and system efficiency

In such cases, a workshop typically makes a conservative
guess regarding a tool’s projected life and, to be safe, employs a
new tool for each run then discards it well before the tool
reaches its actual productive lifespan. A more global approach
to tool wear analysis and predictions can help minimise waste of
cutting tool capability.

involving creativity and flexibility to efficiently adapt to the
continually changing parts and cutting conditions characteristic
of HMLV machining.

Binary yield possibilities
Rapidly changing HMLV manufacturing methods increase
the difficulty of achieving high percentage yields for machining
operations. In the case of long-run HVLM production, trials and
adjustments can produce yield percentages in the high nineties.
On the other hand, yield in the HMLV situation may be binary. A
successful single part run represents 100 percent yield, but when
the part is unacceptable or a workpiece is ruined, the yield is zero.
Demands for quality, cost and time efficiency remain the
same, but first-time yield becomes an overriding requirement. In
such a case, avoiding tool breakage is perhaps the most important
consideration. One advantage is that tool wear is a minimal
concern in short run situations and a shop can apply, within
reason, more aggressive and productive cutting parameters.

Craftsmanship and the human contribution
Lengthy and unchanging HVLM production runs tend to
minimise the importance of human contributions to the
manufacturing process. After a long run is initiated, operations
can essentially be automated. Even in cases where an operator
participates in every changeover between parts, the repetitive
nature of these situations marginalises the influence of
operators and programmers. Flexibility is not required, and
perhaps even discouraged.
On the contrary, rapidly changing HMLV scenarios
re-emphasise the role of humans in the process, to the point that
the operations require a form of traditional craftsmanship
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Focus on process before results
Many manufacturing process analysis efforts focus on
reviewing end results in relation to tool life and part output
without thoroughly examining the process itself. Problems
related to cutting tools, but not directly to tool life, may be
missed and create production bottlenecks. For example, burrs
typically are not related to tool life, but their occurrence
interrupts the manufacturing process because another operation
must be developed and implemented to remove the burrs.
Burr formation is, however, related to tool geometry and
application parameters and therefore, must be considered in tool
deterioration analysis. Tool breakage, another problem not
usually related to tool wear, does involve tool material, geometry,
application parameters as well as machine tool factors.

Elements of operational excellence
The basic components of manufacturing efficiency are
elimination of waste, inflexibility and variability. Comprehensive
tool deterioration analysis takes into account five elements of
operational excellence.
First, it is essential to thoroughly understand the overall
machining process and the relationship of the machining
operation to the workpiece material. Second, attention must be
given to waste reduction, through lean manufacturing strategies
and other initiatives. Third, the concepts of production
economics need to be employed to assure profitability. Fourth,
percentage yield goals should be viewed in light of manufacturing
volume and part variety; maximising flexibility must be viewed
as a way to minimise bottlenecks, but variability has to be
controlled to assure consistent part tolerances. Finally, it is
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Figure 4: Global Tool Deterioration Analysis

necessary to emphasise the value of manufacturing personnel to
gain maximum benefit from the unique and irreplaceable
resource it represents.

Considerations beyond tool wear
Global tool analysis supplements initial measurement of
insert edge wear with analysis of the tools’ role in Cost of Goods
Sold (COGS) totals, Single-Minute Exchange of Die (SMED)
analysis, Value Stream Management (VSM) results and Overall
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) percentages.
The most basic tooling-related economic consideration is
clear: tools cost money. Figure 2 presents the cost of various
elements of the machining process and totals them as COGS.
These data enable a shop to compare and contrast the various
elements of production costs, with an eye on finding candidates
for cost reductions that will boost operational profitability.
Another tool-related economic factor is that tools cost time
– the time involved in manipulating tooling outside of actual
machining operations. Time spent in tool changeover and setup
is analysed via SMED analytical techniques that also provide a
view of costs beyond those generated by tool wear and
replacement. Part of that expense is incurred in acquiring and
organising tooling and mounting it and loading programs into
the machine tool.
OEE determines how much of the available manufacturing
time is used effectively. OEE analysis points out losses,
benchmarks progress and improves productivity by
eliminating waste. The total time available for production is
identified, then the analysis subtracts planned downtime,
unscheduled breakdowns, changeovers, minor stops and lost
speed, and scrap and rework to arrive at effective machining
time expressed as a percentage of the total time available. A
100 percent OEE – a noble but practically unattainable goal –
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means a part is produced in the specified quality, as fast as
possible, with no wasted time.
VSM analysis illustrates the need to balance performance
improvements among all the elements of the manufacturing
process. Figure 3 is a graphic representation of the effects of
improving the performance of one element of a system without
improving others. Think of individuals rowing a boat. Higher
performance by one rower would actually hurt the boat’s
overall performance.
Improvements in parts of the process must be made in view of
their relation to production volume and variety, workpiece
material characteristics, part geometries, machine tool and
fixturing requirements and other considerations to achieve and
maintain a manufacturing operation that is in balance overall.

Global Tool Deterioration Analysis
GTDA is basically a simple process. The cutting edges of a
large number of randomly chosen tools from throughout a shop
are examined one edge at a time to determine which edges are
worn. The wear is classified according to its type and amount.
Traditional tool wear analysis concentrates on one tool in one
operation; GTDA gathers information about tool wear and
other tool-related issues from the entire shop, then applies
COGS, SMED, VSM, OEE and other analytical tools to compile
additional data that will guide planning and implementation of
improvement programs.
To be successful, a shop must have the discipline to begin a
GTDA program and, equally important, continue tool
examination and data analysis on a regular basis. Another form of
discipline – honesty – is required as well. A shop must honestly
and objectively accept the results of the analysis and be willing to
act on the findings without regard to shop traditions and politics
or unsupported opinions regarding tool application parameters.
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GTDA: Why and How
At the peak of the era of high-volume mass production of individual parts, tool wear was simply measured, manipulated and
balanced to maximise tool life and part output. As manufacturing strategies have progressed into a more just-in-time production of
near-custom components, tool wear by itself has become a less central element of the manufacturing process overall.
Seco Consulting Services continually analyses ongoing manufacturing evolution and has developed its “NEXT STEP” production
model to deal with the continual changes in the manufacturing industry. The NEXT STEP model is based on the four key standards of
machining, namely, cost efficiency, time efficiency, quality and yield. It enables manufacturers to set and meet machining standards
for themselves through analysis of waste production, machining process technology, tooling and workpiece material science,
production economy and yield, and the critical role of people and leadership in their operations.
Global Tool Deterioration Analysis (Figure 4) is a key component of overall manufacturing process evaluation and improvement. By
examining a random selection of tools covering all machining areas of a facility, then applying a variety of production measurements, a
manufacturer gains a broad understanding of the role that tooling plays in the entire machining process. GTDA helps shops discover
where tool performance can be improved to boost productivity, and where tooling-related issues may be creating time- and moneywasting bottlenecks in the manufacturing flow.

Conclusion
Tool wear is inevitable and managing it is essential to
achieve successful machining operations. However, tool
wear is just one example of the many influences of cutting

tools on the efficiency of a facility’s overall manufacturing
process. GTDA goes beyond wear analysis of single tools to
include all the tools in a shop as well as a wide range of
significant tool-related influences outside the cutting
process. ☐
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MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW

“Cultivating a culture of
innovation in aerospace”
N Shekar, President, Aerospace Industry Development Association of Tamil Nadu
(AIDAT), in this interaction with Maria Jerin, discusses the potential of aerospace
& defence market in India and how well the State of Tamil Nadu is positioned
to cater to the market demands by setting up the Aerospace Park near Chennai,
thereby, enabling a strong A&D ecosystem. Excerpts…
Having worked across various industries, what are the
capabilities and change management lessons that you
brought to AIDAT so as to act as a catalyst in setting
up the A&D hub in Tamil Nadu? Any plans to extend
it beyond Tamil Nadu?
AIDAT, being a new organisation and also being
volunteer driven, runs like a start-up organisation where
passion, vision and commitment to make a difference to
the community are the driving force. Having worked in
start-ups and having a start-up of my own, I bring that
experience to bear in this venture. Also, having worked
for a global Fortune 50 MNC in aerospace, a global
perspective towards running a regional association is
another aspect that is required
for this to be prospering.
AIDAT is a regional
organisation
and
is designed to
serve aerospace
and
defence
ecosystem based
in Tamil Nadu.
While we don’t
plan to extend
beyond
Tamil
Nadu, we want to
work aggressively
with organisations
across the country
and the globe to
bring opportunities to
A&D industries based
in Tamil Nadu that want
to grow and expand.
Working
with
the
TN
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government was something that we had not done before but
we have had excellent support from the bureaucracy and the
ministers over the years since inception.
Can you brief us on the proposed Aerospace Park that is planned
near Chennai? What is the current stage of development?
The Aerospace Park is the brainchild of the TN government
and AIDAT has been working with them to make it happen
with the support of the industries from the A&D ecosystem. The
Aeropark that is situated along the Oragadam-Sriperumbadur
Industrial corridor is focused on creating a cluster approach and
providing opportunities for global/domestic customers and the
industries to interact in one place to leverage each other’s needs.
The Aeropark is designed to be self-sufficient so that facilities for
end-to-end, such as, design, analysis, manufacturing, support
and skill development, are available within this special zone. It
is designed to accommodate large-scale industries through the
sale of large parcels of developed land and also, smaller parcels
of land to medium/small scale industries.
The Aeropark has been allotted land by the SIPCOT (State
Industries Promotion Corporation of Tamil Nadu), in which 250
acres has been given in phase 1 with another 350 acres earmarked
for larger and medium industries to anchor at the Aeropark.
TIDCO (Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation)
is the nodal agency that is driving the implementation of the
various infrastructure and facilities under the leadership of
Elangovan, Senior GM for Projects, who is holding this position
in addition to being MD of TIDEL Park, another TIDCO
joint venture. Over 15 companies have been allotted land to
the extent of 60 acres in phase 1 and most of them will start
construction within the next few months. The development of
the access roads, culverts, and power/water services are being
done by SIPCOT since the beginning of 2018.
According to you, what is the potential of aerospace & defence
market in India? How well is the State of Tamil Nadu positioned
to cater to the market requirements?
India is fast emerging as one of the top 5 defence buyers in
the world and with over $150 billion worth of planned defence
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Prior to AIDAT, Shekar served as the Managing Director
for the Indian entity of CDG, a Boeing Company and also
as its Vice President in Global Strategy. He also served as
the CEO of the Indian subsidiary of the Germany-based
aerospace company, P3 Group.
purchases over the next decade and a half, the global aerospace new initiatives, such as, the Chennai Aerospace Park. We also
and defence manufacturers are eyeing the Indian market. work with the Tamil Nadu government in framing the Aerospace
Today, India imports about 70% of the defence products while and Defence Manufacturing Policy document. Further, we are
DPSUs and local private companies meet 30% of its needs. The assisting the Central government MSME department in setting
current government has set a target to reverse that over the next up a Technology System Center in Chennai with an investment
10-15 years – this means the domestic manufacturing will have of over Rs 150 crores with a special focus on aerospace and
to grow to support that vision. Here lies
defence sectors.
the opportunity. The government is also
making many policy changes to facilitate
With the Govt of India’s recent policy
the same through the Defence Purchase
measure introduced in Defence
Policy, Defence Production Policy,
Procurement Procedure 2016, how does
THE GLOBAL AEROSPACE AND
Offsets Management and many other
it help the A&D companies in India?
DEFENCE MANUFACTURERS ARE
policy tools.
The DPP 2016 focuses on how Indian
EYEING THE INDIAN MARKET
The state of Tamil Nadu is
military, through the Indian government,
traditionally known as a manufacturing
procures products and services for its
powerhouse for India and is second in its
forces. We are now in almost the 10th
contribution to the nation’s GDP. There are already over 150 edition of the procedure and significant changes have been made
small and medium scale defence and aerospace manufacturers to ease the procurement and promote the local industry. The first
in Tamil Nadu, who supply to ISRO, DRDO, DPSUs and some option to buy is “Indian Designed, Developed and Manufactured
to even global manufacturers. With the announcement of the – IDDM” products, which promotes design, development and
first defence corridor in Tamil Nadu, it is poised to grow the manufacturing in India. This further increases the opportunities
for ToT – Transfer of Technologies, collaboration with foreign
ecosystem very rapidly.
OEMs, etc. Also, the offset management policies have gone for
How do you look at the opportunities and challenges within many revisions easing the way for foreign OEMs to find and
the aerospace & defence industry? What role does AIDAT play partner with Indian offset partners. These policies are enablers for
the A&D companies to grow and they must seize the opportunity.
to create an aerospace culture in Tamil Nadu?
The main challenge is the mindset and discipline that is
required to be successful in the aerospace and defence industry. What is your outlook on the future growth prospects in the
Entering this space required a long-term mindset with focus on aerospace and defence sector?
The Indian government has set some audacious goals –
very high quality in products/services and testing/validation as
per user specifications. One needs a lot of passion to survive Rs 170000 crores in domestic manufacturing from current
in this industry due to its long gestation period. Many auto Rs 70,000 crores, Rs 30000 crores of export revenue in less than
companies that want to enter this space will need to recalibrate 5 years, thereby, transforming the scheme from ‘Make in India’
their expectations. Of course, there is a higher margin than to ‘Made in India’. This needs to be followed up with policy
the auto industry. For MSMEs, challenges include access to environments that support the initiative. Moreover, the industry
technology, testing/validation facility, bureaucratic purchasing needs to be nurtured, finance access needs to be improved and
defence must be seen as an industry. The time is now to take
process with the Indian government and access to funds.
AIDAT and other associations work with the government advantage of this visionary drive from the government and
to make changes to policies that facilitate the growth in this grow the manufacturing sector, particularly, the aerospace and
particular sector. We work with the government in promoting defence sector, in India. ☐
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The CEO needs to be good with lean strategies
Lean is a whole strategy and not simply a programme to save
on cost. The article highlights the importance and benefits of
CEOs having a good knowledge of lean implementation so
as to help the organisation eliminate waste and bring about
maximum quality in its functioning and production.
Give lean implementation the status of your company’s
number one strategic intent, lead it from the top and see it
succeed! A CEO with deep commitment to lean thinking and
lean practice stands the best chance of leading his organisation
to becoming ‘truly lean’ and explore even greater possibilities.
The CEOs, who have developed traditional management styles
and interact with traditional management ideas, will succumb
to trying them and struggle with successful lean implementation.
Lean is a complete strategy and not merely a cost reduction or
quality improvement program. Managements that treat this as a
mere shop floor improvement program tend to delegate this
work to their next level and kill the intent. If a CEO is not able
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Sanjeev Baitmangalkar
Strategy & Lean Management Consultant
Stratmann Consulting

to lead lean transformation for any reason, then he should
delegate it to the next best leader, who should be so empowered
that the buck should stop with him in respect of every decision;
irrespective of whether it pertains to marketing, purchase,
quality, people or production.

Follow the principle of philosophy
Every leader leading lean transformation starts off as an
apprentice, learning along the way through mistakes and
experiments. He needs to have a strong vision of what the
future can be, with successful lean implementation, and that
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To find a solution, the brain creates a
hypothesis of what the solution might be
and then tests the hypothesis

vision will help him stay focused. Most people fail with the
first principle itself, which is the principle of philosophy –
“Base your management decisions on long-term thinking,
even at the expense of short-term gains.” This is where almost
everybody trips. Dual focus is not possible, as you have to
choose one of the two at the time of decision making, and what
you decide will be your ticket to success or otherwise.
For example, imagine you receive a large order and are
bound to deliver good quality on time. You have got a set of lean
processes going, have seen its benefits, and need to keep
implementing further steps in the process to advance on the
lean journey. But what you do instead is panic and go back to
the old traditional thinking and style of managing the execution.
Such actions not only kill the effort but set you a long way back.
If you are not attentive, this becomes a precedent for your next
and every subsequent order. Lean thinking and lean behaviour
is opposite to conventional thinking and behaviour. So,
implementing lean with traditional thinking never works. Lean
requires engaging people with trust right down to the last
workman. Traditional hierarchy of command and control does
not work well while implementing lean.

What makes lean different?
Eventually, thinking and behaviour in an organisation is
influenced by its leaders, who help build the culture. The
leaders and their succession must place great emphasis on
productivity, workmanship, quality, value, etc. The leadership
concept of the organisation must be to build an organisation
that will serve customers for a long time, rather than building
a product to make money, merge, sell or liquidate at the whims
and fancies or incapability of the management. Toyota’s
leaders believe that profits are the result of ‘making people
who make good products that satisfy customers’. Traditional
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corporate executives do not see things in this way. They see
profits as coming from selling things, whether made good or
not, and it doesn’t matter who, and whether or not they satisfy
customer requirements and expectations. While profits can be
increased through productivity improvement, when it comes
to traditional management, the pursuit of productivity is
secondary to the pursuit of profits. Production is incidental to
money making, and thus, lean garners little interest among
corporate executives.
Also, the traditional understanding that lean is only for
shop floor is a wrong understanding. Lean implementation
starts with the customer demands and does not end with
delivery, which means to start with the marketing function
and its backend, then work all the way upstream. In
companies, where the marketing function is discrete and
disconnected to the value adding chain, it is likely to induce
more wastes. It’s like a train whose engine goes jerky in a
start stop motion, and then there can be no smooth ride,
meaning there will be problems in on-time deliveries, quality,
inventory issues, shortages and so on. To enable the value
delivering value stream to deliver efficiently, it is necessary
to set right the philosophy and practices in the companycustomer interface called the marketing department.
Traditional marketing uses forecasting as a method for
projection, but the advanced operations research techniques
still produce errors when compared with the market
behaviour. These errors induce demand changes in the
product mix and quantities, causing failures and errors in
delivery, inventory and quality. Lean companies use the
actual market consumption in developing the sales rates for
seeing into the future, which is more reliable and accurate.
CEOs must know that starting their lean journey with Kaizen,
TPM or VSM does not get them the lean results because they
happen to miss this vital aspect.
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Learning lean
How then should a CEO lead the lean journey if he does
not know how to? Today, information is available in books
and at seminars. However, the best way is to study from a
Sensei (a teacher or lean consultant). Lean is best learnt and
understood through practice and not by playing simulated
games, as these are template. This means, being more on the
Gemba or with customer or supplier than being in the ivory
tower. Lean leaders are where work involves, developing ideas,
experimenting and solving problems.
Every organisation has enormous amounts of waste and
what is even more unwanted is the unregulated information
that’s flowing. Developing the ability to see this waste, which
was never seen before, is how one begins improvements. We
do the craziest things in lean that are conventionally
unimaginable – like reducing a ten plus hour tool change to
nine minutes, ninety days’ commodity raw material inventory
to cyclical four days, bringing forty-five-day throughput time
down to less than two days, inventory levels down to single
day’s consumption, etc. So, improvements will have to be
worked on with vision, faith and persistence. The incremental
results will build belief and propel your journey.

Conclusion
The potential and scope after learning lean is so great that the
organisations, which never made profits before, can now change
from the colour red to black in two-three quarters. Hence,
developing knowledge of lean enables the CEO to clearly see the
wastes that exist, and organise the organisation structure or its
value stream and the problem solving activities, thereby, helping
the company to remove waste, become productive and grow. If
the CEO does not acquaint with lean knowledge, he will not
understand the opportunities that exist and will find it difficult to
lead the transformational changes to become lean. That’s when
the resistance to change will set in. So, the CEO must learn the
knowledge of lean to be able to lead change successfully. ☐
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Virtualisation:
A keystone in

Industry 4.0

The role of Virtual Reality (VR) technology in creating a smart,
connected factory is undeniable in today’s era of digitalisation and
Industry 4.0. With innovations picking up pace, more industries are
leaning towards identifying ways to use VR tools. The technological
advancements in Virtual Reality have given rise to pathbreaking
industry solutions, including virtual manufacturing, virtual
prototyping, virtual designing and staying connected with customers
through this technology. This viewpoint section explores the benefits
and the challenges being faced by manufacturers in adopting it.

Suchi Adhikari
Sub-editor & Correspondent
suchi.adhikari@publish-industry.net

“VR opens up a whole new way of visualising the Big Data”

A

CSS Bharathy,
Founder & COO
Fusion VR
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R and VR, being one of the main pillars of Industry 4.0 and the whole manufacturing
industry across the globe, has seen very quick adoption. Skilled workforce is the base for every
industry to grow and these extended reality technologies play a key role in training and evaluation
of manpower. Industries already effectively using these technologies include oil & gas, chemical
and allied industries, apparel, furniture and fixtures industries, automobile and aerospace.
The current trend is integrating IoT for visualising real-time data of equipment and
factories, which will leverage the production efficiency through remote monitoring. VR opens
up a whole new way of visualising the Big Data and thus, enables more informed decisionmaking. The used cases are endless and becoming more affordable. The best alternative for VR
training is Markerless AR, which is buzzing in the industry since Apple and Google started
serious research on them. Although there is no immersion in AR, the objective can be achieved
with relatively cheap hardware in comparison to VR.
Most of the facilities that started in the past 10 years have digital assets, such as, 3D-CAD
designs, simulation data, archived sensor data and a similar kind of Big Data, readily available
for developing machine learning, Digital Twins or for IoT integration. For these kinds of
equipped factories, before spending huge investments on Industry 4.0 implementation,
virtualisation becomes an integral part. Factories built long back may not have these digital
assets and hence, the adoption of any of these technologies is going to be a big challenge.
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“VR plays a major role across product life cycles”

A

Dr Dattatraya Parle,
Core Engineering &
Emerging Technology Expert
Simulation Centre—Pune

erospace and automotive OEMs are always front runners to adopt the trending
technologies. Virtual Reality (VR) is one such trending technology that these OEMs are trying to
use to beat the competition. In product manufacturing, VR plays a major role across the product
life cycles starting from concept design to manufacturing. But currently, VR technology is
disrupting computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) markets in
a big way. It is enabling manufacturers to test scenerios and designs before the products are made
by improving productivity and reducing the cost of manufacturing. In future, VR will also allow
manufacturers to involve customers in product design and engineering.
We may not be able to estimate the exact users of VR market within the Indian manufacturing
industry but VR is definitely more popular than expected. Currently, the early adopters are
only OEMs and not the supply chain down the line. Once OEMs start pushing suppliers to use
these technologies to reap benefits, the Indian manufacturing industry will be much bigger
than today, as it is service oriented. There are several challenges in adopting VR softwares and
hardwares in the manufacturing sector as it is rapidly changing. Therefore, the industry should
be agile to adopt the changes. There are challenges with respect to communication, computing,
storage and energy requirement technologies used in VR.
Roadmap to 3D factory using VR goes via Industry 4.0. Any factory should first implement
Industry 4.0, then 3D factory, using VR technology, which is just one of the levers. With or
without Industry 4.0, in any case, the manufacturing industry can follow a four step process to
use VR. These include exploration phase for VR technology landscape, strategising phase to
define goals and objectives of using VR, solution phase to design, develop and implement VR
technology and scale up successful solutions through training and competency building.

“Integrate VR and AR technologies for transformation”

V

Anshul Gupta,
Director – Sales Operations
ESI Software India
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irtual Reality technologies, within immersive and interactive decision platforms today,
possess capabilities to virtually replicate as-is situations of shop-floor scaling customer sites
from conventional to Digital Manufacturing. This digital evolution addresses potential usecases of manufacturing engineers through worker-based ergonomic studies, kinematic
evaluations, tool validations, etc. ESI’s software inclines towards Industry 4.0 human-centric
process validation for added and sophisticated capabilities, such as, finger-tracking, bodytracking and mixed-tool tracking, further allowing manufacturing engineers to track them
physically within the virtual world for critical assessments. The in-built physics solver today
enables customers to perform assembly feasibilities or manufacturability, upstream. As more
OEMs gear up to focus on digitalisation, Virtual Reality becomes the requirement and though
gaining traction as a hyped technology within Indian Manufacturing industry, it initially faces
certain challenges, such as, investment, realisation of ROI and localisation of VR hardware.
Immersive VR solution, today, is mainly categorised as Powerwall and the Head Mounted
Display (HMD). The Powerwall configuration, though advantageous as inter-departmental
visual decision platform, due to higher hardware requirements and the need to accommodate
better infrastructure, foresees rising capital investments to OEMs, adding challenges. On the
other hand, with the recent globalisation, HMD configuration has today grabbed peak interest, in
mainly enabling full-immersion and better interaction of manufacturing use-cases, remaining as
cost-effective solution in comparison. This has allowed easy-access of VR to customers today.
The upstream digital validation content using VR technology could further be re-used and
cascaded downstream to integrate Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies leading to
further transformation as digital factory. ESI’s IC.IDO Virtual Reality Solution, from the latest
12.0 version shall focus and support this transformation and alignment to Industry 4.0 helping
customers to digitally compare Physical and Virtual assembly, at downstream, to strengthen
quick and efficient integration, optimising time and cost.
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“Look at Augmented Reality as a lean manufacturing tool”

T

S Sundarram,
Managing Director—
South Asia
Lincoln Electric

he major trends in VR are in the area of product design and training. Training,
particularly in fields that are dirty, difficult or dangerous, will have immense potential, such as,
welding. Without heat, exposure of the eyes, or inhalation of fumes, welding skills are acquired
in a quiet, safe environment. Given this, the trainee will be motivated to learn quicker and work
longer. The time to learn is cut radically short and the cost saving is immense.
My belief, however, is that even more benefits will be seen using Augmented Reality. A
paradigm shift is needed so that we look at Augmented Reality as a Lean manufacturing tool. I
say this because Augmented Reality eliminates the waste from making and trying to prevent
mistakes. AR provides operators in manufacturing, particularly in non-repetitive work,
information and images that save time, increase productivity and eliminate mistakes.
Augmented Reality can also enable the operator to ‘see’ things that the human eye cannot.
For example, a weld cannot be seen as it harms the human eye. But a welder can wear an
Augmented Reality helmet instead of a welding helmet and a camera photographing the live
weld can overlay the image on the weld area getting the welder to ‘see’ the weld in real-time
and adjust his torch accordingly to get a perfect weld.
Adopting VR technology in training is easier as that is the very purpose which it has been
made for. The training, using a virtual welder, is easier, cheaper, safer and faster than doing
it live. Augmented Reality in manufacturing may take a little time for the operator to learn,
but once learnt, he will not be able to manage without it. In design, a considerable degree of
training would be required.
The main challenge is investment. The industry is not up for making capital investments
unless they see a quick guaranteed return. Overcoming this mindset and getting people to take a
leap of faith and invest in the future will be the challenge. Creating a digital twin of a factory is
something that is being done, but the benefits that can be derived are yet to be seen.

“There needs to be a strong desire for adopting digital manufacturing practices”

T

Ajay Holey,
Technical Specialist –
Manufacturing Services
John Deere India
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he digitalisation concept is widely accepted by the manufacturing industry due to
advancement and accessibility of the VR technology. The shift from lab-based solution to
wearable has significantly increased the usage in manufacturing, where technology is not only
used for design reviews but multi-functional-multi-location collaboration, maintenance and
assembly instruction delivery, factory layout design and ergonomic assessments as well. Devices
like HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and HoloLens are taking place in VR labs in manufacturing.
Availability of 3D models is the primary requirement to use VR technology. The Indian
industry was hardly focused on 3D modelling. Product Engineering adopted 3D modelling but
manufacturing was still slow in adopting 3D for layout and tool fixture design. When the industry
realised the need for 3D and started adopting it for manufacturing purpose, the affordability of
VR technology was very low. Spending crores of rupees on developing VR lab and maintaining
the software licenses at lacs of rupees was hardly accepted by the Indian industry. Thirdly, the
availability of skillsets was a challenge, too, as there were limited exposures available.
The value of 3D modelling is realised by the industry. With 3 models available for anything
and everything, it is feasible to implement VR technology. With VR devices more affordable and
accessible, the Indian industry is at least showing interest in it. Various conferences and journals
have improved the awareness about ease of use and applications in manufacturing. The major
challenge is user experience offered by VR technologies and compatibility of data formats.
A factory has to realise the importance of 3D modelling for its layout, fixtures, tools,
manipulators and other factory objects. There needs to be a strong desire for adopting digital
manufacturing practices and focus on building capabilities in VR. It will help identify the
opportunities to utilise this technology and business case for implementing it. Once the strategy
is executed well, VR can become a routine for each application area without a second thought.
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“Facilitating digital transformation with VR technology”

B

Hemanth Satyanarayana,
Founder & CEO
Imaginate Technologies

oth VR and AR, otherwise now referred to as XR, have a significant role to play in
manufacturing. VR particularly enables faster design process of, both, the product and the
associated assembly line necessary for manufacturing. Although they have been designed in 3D
for a long while now using softwares, such as, Catia, Revit, Creo, etc., they still don’t address the
need for natural immersive experience. VR makes it immersive. A new upcoming trend in VR in
this space is collaboration and not just standalone design, which is all about getting designers
from geographically separated teams together into one virtual world and pave the path for realtime collaborative design. The other trend in this space is working with digital twins in VR that
enable a remote user to interact with the equipment physically present on the shop floor.
In training, most of the learning aids have been available in the form of powerpoint
presentations or videos. Trainings are also performed often on field but are prone to safety
hazards. With VR, the entire factory can be recreated in its near true shape in a virtual world
within which all training activities can be performed along with accurate understanding of
every trainee’s performance. Other trends include shop floor reviews using live 360 video feeds
in VR, in collaboration with all relevant personnel.
Content and hardware are the bottlenecks for the manufacturing industry in India. VR
hardware is quite expensive in India because of import duties and thus, scaling up is difficult.
Content for old factories and products are not available in 3D, thus, creating a training curriculum
in VR for such facilities is expensive. For the new upcoming products and plants, current
processes involve 3D already and hence, the content problem doesn’t apply. Familiarisation with
VR is the last bottleneck, which will be solved with respect to time. More people need to experience
VR to understand its true potential and facilitate digital transformation in their plan with VR.
Advt
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Product realisation: A collaborative
approach in aerospace & defence
Aerospace and defence companies are met by the double challenges of unmatched
competitive pressure and clearly demanding customers who are looking for greater
accountability on programme performance. The feature discusses how product realisation
enables a collaborative approach in driving profitability, reputation and more successful
execution of aerospace & defence programmes.
The aerospace and defence industry continues to be an
increasingly competitive market. To strive successfully, aerospace
companies need to reconsider their programme execution
strategies. There is a need for them to make manufacturing a
fundamental part of the programme development process in
order to achieve greater transparency on programme decisions
and their impact on cost, timing and quality.

The changing global aerospace & defence industry
Programme complexities: Increasing programme complexity is
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one of the reasons why most aerospace companies suffer
financial losses while executing major programmes. These
issues arise because aerospace systems are becoming more
sophisticated and challenging. Large programmes are managed
on a global scale, with Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) and suppliers are finding it difficult to efficiently
manage systems integration. Poor programme management
and lack of understanding of requirements are some of the key
contributing factors that lead to programme letdowns. Also,
aerospace customers are demanding greater innovation and fuel
efficiency in products. With increasing regulation in greenhouse
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gas emissions, the need for lighter materials and advanced
propulsion techniques will continue to grow in the near future.
All these issues drive product and programme complexities,
making new approaches to programme execution strategies
necessary to win in the current aerospace industry environment.
Declining defence and space spending: Global defence and
space spending are declining, driven by Europe and the US. In
contrast, defence spending is increasing somewhat in countries
such as China, India, Brazil and Saudi Arabia, in an effort to
modernise defence capabilities. Nevertheless, the defence sector
revenue is declining, a trend that will continue in the near future.
Expensive defence programmes that require decades of
development investment and have repeated scheduling delays,
are at a risk of losing funding. Nowadays, aerospace defence
contractors are required to demonstrate cost and risk mitigation
abilities to win business. The advantage will also go to those who
are opportunistic in recognising changing defence priorities, all
of which require a fundamental change in terms of manufacturing
strategies to operate profitably at lower production rates. All
elements of programme cost, such as direct labour and overhead,
should be accurately predicted in order to demonstrate
programme affordability to government customers.
Increasing global competition: The global commercial aerospace
sector is the main growth sector and is driven by increased
production demand at the platform level as well as for retrofit
components. Increasing passenger travel demand and the
replacement cycle of older generation aircraft will contribute to
the biggest growth in the aerospace industry. However,
competition is intense with the entry of new, lower cost and more
responsive providers, including the migration of companies from
defence to commercial markets. To deliver successful
programmes, aerospace companies need to maximise resource
utilisation, aggressively pursue programme bids and make sound
investment decisions in design and manufacturing capabilities.

Strategies for profitable growth
Cost containment: Cost containment refers to the pressure on
established providers to become dramatically more efficient at
reducing costs while increasing production flexibility. These cost
and flexibility needs include not only capabilities for managing
more build variations in production but also the need to adopt
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alternative materials and manufacturing processes in order to
bring down costs. Traditional cost management approaches,
today, are just not enough. And, in an era of growing demand for
more innovation in the industry, just slashing the operational
cost is not the recipe for success. Good investment decisions
should capture efficiencies from existing resources, which
requires aerospace companies to perform a strategic evaluation
of their cost structure. The idea is to reduce cost drivers by
proper programme planning. Poor programme management is
one of the most significant contributors to inefficiencies, and
such cost drivers are completely avoidable.
Aggressive programme pursuit: To win business in today’s
environment, contractors need to submit more attractive bids.
Aerospace customers need to know that the programme can be
executed within budget, timing and performance requirements.
This forces the industry to reinvent the way programme proposals
are pursued and bids are submitted. Winning bids are typically
the ones that can prove that manufacturing capabilities exist to
build the product as per specifications. Conversely, aerospace
companies must evaluate the programme viability during the bid
process and pursue only those that are profitable.
In addition, the established reputation of programme
performance is and will continue to be an essential requirement
for a company to win new contracts. A strategic approach to
pursuing programmes with early analysis of manufacturing
viability is critical for making the right investment decisions and
winning more profitable contracts.
Risk sharing with suppliers: In the aerospace industry, transfer
of subsystem and component development to suppliers is
growing. Considering the rising number of smaller contracts, this
is a critical risk mitigation strategy adopted by most aerospace
OEMs. Reliance on supplied parts helps to minimise capital
investments and better manage R&D costs. On the other hand,
complexities in aerospace systems present unique supplier
integration challenges during product development. Successful
supplier collaboration requires product data and manufacturing
information, such as 3D design data and any tooling information
to be seamlessly shared. The need to accurately trace part numbers
and bill-of-materials (BOMs) for compliance brings additional
challenges. Therefore, using integrated processes to enable codevelopment of components between OEMs and suppliers can
significantly improve programme profitability for all parties.
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Figure 1: Shift left programme decisions are a critical initiative for
aerospace companies

Figure 2: Product realisation process for aerospace and defence

Key enablers for driving programme
execution excellence

design and manufacturing applications are separate tools
representing data in different constructs and, therefore, realtime collaboration is never achieved. Aerospace companies try
to connect the disparate systems with ad hoc integration
modules but that has been an inefficient approach. Therefore,
the question is how next-generation PLM solutions for
aerospace and defence can help programme teams collaborate
more effectively during the product realisation process.

In order to contain cost, pursue bids more successfully, and
drive programme execution excellence, aerospace and defence
companies must embrace a more efficient way to enable
collaboration between design and manufacturing. Enabling
early involvement of manufacturing engineering in the
assessment of design alternatives and effective communication
with the shop floor are all examples of opportunities for
companies to shift left the integration of the manufacturing
definition in the product development process.
With the shift left strategy, the programme team can make
manufacturing decisions concurrently with the evolving aircraft
design. Design and manufacturing gain early access to prerelease data, so critical decisions are made in a collaborative
manner. It is more cost effective when design and manufacturing
engineers are given the opportunity to optimise programme
performance before investment decisions are locked in. Figure 1
shows that early in the lifecycle we have more flexibility to
change designs with less cost impact.
The opportunity to enhance the product design not only for
performance but also for manufacturing requirements can help
the programme team to control its unit costs and production
rates better. This applies to both, the aerospace company and its
suppliers. This shift-left strategy helps to reduce the number of
programme changes and ensures a smooth transition from
development to production.
Programme teams that consider manufacturing early on are
more likely to take advantage of new materials and technologies.
However, aerospace companies still struggle to find a solution
that is capable of providing a single collaborative platform for
conducting design and manufacturing planning. Typically,
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Product realisation solution supports programme
execution excellence
For more successful programme execution, the aerospace
and defence industry needs a process-driven PLM approach to
bring manufacturing engineering into every aspect of programme
development. This approach must start early in concept
evaluation and continue all the way through production and
delivery. When manufacturing is involved at every stage of the
programme and participates in decision making, the likelihood
of programme execution success increases exponentially.
Consequently, integrating design and manufacturing during
product realisation is pivotal for aerospace companies to execute
programmes on a global basis. Figure 2 describes a common
approach to product realisation in the aerospace industry.

Programme pursuit and planning
Pursuing programme contracts efficiently is the most crucial
activity for aerospace companies. Rapid evaluation of different
concept designs, validation of requirements and estimating
programme profitability is critical for submitting winning bids.
For example, if a firm’s manufacturing requirements, such as
quality, cost and materials are evaluated for each concept design,
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then it can significantly improve bid quality. It gives customers
the confidence that programme objectives can be met on time
and within budget. A solution must support this critical stage of
programme execution by providing the following capabilities:
• Evaluate alternative manufacturing processes, tooling
concepts and quality schemes using a common environment
for all manufacturing information.
• Perform simulation of different production alternatives and
validate if the customer delivery schedule can be obtained
while considering capital investments.
• Perform early factory layout planning, throughput
analysis, tooling requirements and automation planning
for concept viability.
The objective of this stage is to provide programme
management with answers on how manufacturing can support
budget and schedule during the bidding process. Using a single
environment for design and manufacturing process management,
aerospace companies can evaluate design concepts and select the
best alternative that meets programme design requirements,
thereby increasing the likelihood of winning the bid.

Engineering manufacturing development
Once the programme is awarded and the decision is made
to move forward with a particular design concept, it is time
to begin detailed design of systems and subsystems. During
the design-to-build phase, design and manufacturing
engineers collaborate on pre-released data and perform
design-for-manufacturability tradeoff studies to identify
potential design and tooling issues. At this stage of
preliminary design review (PDR), close cooperation between
design and manufacturing ensures that the released design
data is ready for manufacturing planning.
The following plan-to-build phase is when detailed
manufacturing planning of fabrication and the assembly process
is performed in more detail. A single integrated product
realisation environment provides a transition from design release
to detailed manufacturing planning with solutions capabilities
that enable you to:
• Provide a common environment to manage engineering
and manufacturing bill-of-materials.
• Identify long-lead materials and components.
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• Configure 3D work instructions automatically based on the
exact process steps.

Production and deployment
When programme execution reaches this stage, it is
essential to enable an unbroken transition from planning to
shop-floor production. If data integrity is not maintained,
design intent can be missing from production and quality
parameters. Thus, an integrated environment is necessary at
this stage of transition from planning to fabrication and
assembly. This ensures that as-designed, as-planned and asbuilt BOMs are consistent and reconciled. Managing planning
and production in a single environment ensures traceability
for the purpose of regulatory requirements. Solution
capabilities needed in this stage include:
• Delivery of seamless 3D work instructions from PLM to
manufacturing execution systems (MES) with capabilities to
capture markups from the shop floor to planning.
• Delivery of measured quality data from the shop floor in the
same PLM platform.
• Shop floor access to current and released computer
numerical control (CNC) programmes, drawings and 3D
models with browser-enabled applications.

Conclusion
Aerospace and defence companies are facing significant
competitive pressure due to the declining number of new
programmes. Furthermore, aerospace customers are seeking
greater accountability on programme performance. To compete
and maintain profitability, aerospace companies need to rethink
their PLM strategies. To gain greater clarity on programme
decisions and their impact on cost, timing and quality, they must
make manufacturing an essential part of the programme
development process.
Siemens PLM Software’s product realisation solution for the
aerospace and defence industry provides a process-driven
approach to shift product and manufacturing decisions to an
early stage in the lifecycle to validate the manufacturing feasibility
of aircraft systems during the design stage. ☐
Courtesy: Siemens PLM Software
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Achieving stringent quality needs
In the aerospace and industrial gas turbine industries, nickel-base alloys for turbine
blades and nozzle guide vanes remain as the dominant materials. These alloys are
difficult to machine, not least because of the need to avoid any structural changes to the
material surface resulting from grinding abuse. A read on…
Until now, turbine blades have been manufactured in the
usual creep feed grinding process using grinding tools with a
diameter of 400 mm or greater. Preferred grinding strategies
were either grinding with the grinding wheel in constant
contact with the roller dresser – otherwise known as CD
grinding – or without CD grinding. In these processes, the
cooling lubricant is injected directly into the grinding zone at
3 to 10 bar, usually at a speed ratio of 0.8 to 1 for the peripheral
speed of the grinding wheel.
Tyrolit, a leading manufacturer of bonded abrasives, has
developed a new product line, Viper Ultra specifically for use
in the turbine industry. This advanced open structured
grinding wheel, when used in conjunction with the Viper
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grinding process, is able to deliver higher productivity and
lower production costs whilst achieving the ever more
stringent quality demands of the aerospace industry.

Small wheel, big bite
The Viper grinding process, developed by Rolls Royce,
Tyrolit and Raysun, uses a completely new approach.
Firstly, grinding wheels with a diameter of 300 mm are
generally used without CD grinding. Secondly, special
nozzles are used to inject the cooling lubricant at 50 to 70
bar at right angles into the grinding wheel and away from
the grinding zone.
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The benefits of the Viper Ultra wheel when combined with the
Viper grinding system and an optimised high-pressure coolant
delivery are high stock removal with an exceptionally cool grind

The grinding wheel turns at a peripheral speed of up to
50 m/s and creates a layer of air on the wheel surface that the
cooling lubricant has to break through. The high coolant
pressures of 50 to 70 bar are important to ensure the coolant
breaks through this layer of air and into the wheel. The specially
developed open-pore grinding wheel is able to absorb the
coolant and transport it into the grinding zone.
This special method of delivering cooling lubricant into the
grinding zone enables particularly high metal removal rates to be
achieved. In comparison to the usual creep feed grinding
processes, with stock removal rates Qw of 5 to 25 mm3/smm, this
patented system enables values of 50 to 100 mm3/smm to be
reached. By further combining this Viper technology with the
HSCD (High Speed Continuous Dressing) grinding process, it is
possible to reach stock removal rates of up to 300 mm3/smm.

Grinding the hard stuff
The VIPER System is, at present, exclusively employed on
Bridgeport and Makino machining centres. In addition to
achieving a step change in the processing of difficult-to-machine
nickel-based materials, the process also enables relatively small
grinding tools to be used (up to 300 mm in diameter). These
wheels can be switched in seconds with the aid of a tool changer,
allowing the wheels to be optimised for either rough or finish
grinding. As a result, machining times can be reduced and the
high demands for profile accuracy and surface quality can be met.
Tyrolit has developed special high-porous grinding tools for
the Viper grinding system, which exhibit exceptional features.
Firstly, the coolant and grinding chips can be absorbed and
transported extremely efficiently by means of the open-pore
structure, and secondly, profile retention remains high.
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With the new Viper Ultra product range, a special bond
matrix has also been developed, which has double the strength of
previous bond systems and thus improves grain retention. This
enables high dynamic loads to be absorbed without damaging or
breaking the bond bridges, resulting in optimal use of the abrasive
grain. This bond system is capable of achieving the same highperformance associated with sintered aluminium oxides with
cheaper aluminium oxides without compromising on performance
in any way. High priced sintered aluminium oxides also have a
very aggressive effect on the dressing tool and consequently,
promote increased diamond wear and higher dressing costs.

Achieving high precision & accuracy
The Viper machining centres enable several dressing tools
to be stored on one or more spindles at the same time and for
these to be deployed individually as required. The function of
the roller dresser is to transfer the profile to the grinding wheel
and to generate optimum topography on the grinding wheel
surface. Special natural diamonds are used for this, which are
galvanically embedded in a layer of nickel. The roller dresser is
manufactured using a reverse process to enable the particularly
high requirements of profile accuracy to be fulfilled. This
production method allows the largest possible diamonds to be
used and guarantees maximum profile accuracy and dimensional
precision with minimal wear.
The benefits of the Viper Ultra wheel when combined with
the Viper grinding system and an optimised high-pressure
coolant delivery are high stock removal with an exceptionally
cool grind. The lower heat development, therefore, reduces
the risk of burning the component and of any unwanted
change to the material structure. The grinding forces are
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additionally lower with the viper
process, which results in reduced stress
on the component and less force on the
work holding system. The cool grind is
especially welcome when machining
heat-sensitive materials, such as, the
nickel-based alloys used within the
turbine industry. The following two
examples highlight the efficiency of the
Viper Ultra system.
Case 1: A fir-tree profile of a nickel-based
turbine blade of aircraft turbine
For this application, a 245x25x32 mm
Viper Ultra wheel was used, which is
applied at an operating speed of 40 m/s.
With the Viper Ultra grinding wheel, it
was possible to grind 30% more
components. The lifetime, thereby,
increased from 200 to 260 parts per
wheel. The Viper Ultra grinding wheel
optimised the process and dressing
parameters, such that it was possible to
achieve infeed values of 0.1 to 2 mm,
depending on the process stage, at a
traverse speed of 2000 mm/min. The
required dressing amount was also
reduced to 0.4 mm. The result was a
productivity increase of 35%, achieving
an annual cost saving of EUR 42,000
based on a total production volume of
35,000 components per year.
Case 2: A fir-tree profile of a nickel-based
turbine blade of industrial gas turbine
A 250x25x32 mm Viper Ultra wheel
was used in this case, and was also
applied at an operating speed of 40 m/s.
The infeed was increased up to 1.5 mm
during pre-grinding, at a traverse speed
of 1500 mm/min. This grinding wheel
achieved an increase in service life from
150 to 250 components, which equates
to a 67% rise. The optimisation of the
process parameters resulted in a
productivity increase of 30%, achieving
an annual cost saving of EUR 20,000
based on a total production volume of
20,000 components per year.
The Viper grinding process facilitates
higher productivity and lower production
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costs. By using modern machining centres,
it is also possible to produce components
in a single clamping operation, thus
guaranteeing that the highest quality
requirements are achieved.
A close collaboration between all

partners, users, machine manufacturers
and Tyrolit have combined to develop an
outstanding process and will continue to
make it possible to overcome any future
challenges. ☐
Courtesy: Tyrolit

Advt
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Enabling the simulation revolution
An application story on the usage of Altair HyperWorks software by an automotive supplier to
address design and new product development challenges through simulation driven platform
Auto Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are
looking to their suppliers to be their development partners by
moving up the value chain. Suppliers are expected to partake in
joint R&D activities by being involved right from the conceptual
stage, thereby adopting a more collaborative approach to the
entire product development process where they contribute at
each stage of the development cycle.

Overcoming engineering challenges
Automotive suppliers are facing many challenges in having
in-house simulation capabilities compared to that of OEM’s, the
primary challenges being having an upper cap on budgets &
constraints of hiring expert manpower and retaining them.
Access to relevant data to validate the designs and establishing
robust virtual/test methodologies to match OEM expectations is
another concerning factor for the suppliers.
The majority of expectations are to find out cost effective,
reliable methods and solutions which can lead to better,
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lighter, faster and low cost engineered products. One of the
ways to overcome these challenges is to invest in simulation
technologies that require an affordable initial investment, the
ownership cost of which is low, the codes are reliable & proven,
and the suite of tools provide suppliers access to a broad range
of solvers (a true multi-physics environment) helping them
pick and choose the solvers as per their simulation
requirements. Another important factor in consideration is
that these tools need to be easy to use and the existing
manpower should be able to learn quickly and develop
proficiency so that they can harness the full potential and
derive maximum benefits that these tools have to offer.
The need for solver technologies addressing various physics
is very dynamic. Their usage cannot be accurately predicted in
advance and therefore, investing in multiple solvers is not a
commercially viable solution for the organisation. Altair
HyperWorks® through its patented Units-based licensing
system gives customers access to multiple solvers under one
umbrella. Users get access to different solvers addressing
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Design optimisation

Multi-body dynamics

multiple physics, which helps them to apply the correct one
based on the challenge at hand, thus making it a smart choice
for the organisation to achieve robust product design through
reliable & accurate simulation tests, at an affordable investment.
Meanwhile, the major engineering decisions can be made easy
with predictions through simulation.

Implementation of simulation

Focus on new product development
Endurance Technologies is one of India’s leading
automotive component manufacturing companies. Starting
with two aluminium casting machines in FY 1986, the
company has grown to operate 18 plants in India and 7 plants
in Europe. It has four dedicated R&D centres for each of their
product businesses: three in Aurangabad (one each for
suspension, transmission and braking systems) and one in
Pune (for aluminium die casting).
These R&D centres are supported by Advance Engineering
Group from the point of view of CAE, RLDA, Electronic Control
Systems, Failure Analysis, Advanced Materials & Tribology.
According to Ravi Kharul, Chief Technology Officer, Endurance
Technologies Ltd, “The Endurance Group has four wellequipped R&D centres recognised by the Department of Science
& Industrial Research, Ministry of Science & Technology,
Government of India. The R&D infrastructure comprises of a
large number of imported and indigenous equipment, handled
by a highly qualified team of over 175 R&D personnel. The
centres focus primarily on applied research & development
activities with integrated approach of virtual & experimental
analysis for New Product Development (NPD), product &
process improvements and new technology developments.
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In the early stage of in-house simulation implementation at
Endurance Technologies, HyperWorks was being adopted
primarily for pre-and post-processing due to its extraordinary
FE modelling solutions. During the stage of establishing high
fidelity finite element modelling for applications, HyperMesh®
has been used extensively to build analysis models for Structural,
Thermal, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and multibody solutions and OptiStruct® for durability analysis with
HyperView® as standard post processing.
At the stage of solver evaluation, exploration and test
validation process, there was a need for maximum hand-holding
and knowledge transfer. A strong collaborative activity with
Altair & DesignTech (business partner of Altair) technical team
stretching over extended period over four years for a variety of
simulation solutions helped Endurance Technologies in
benchmarking the appropriate simulation methodologies.
“Through these collaborative initiatives, we were able to
establish a simulation approach suitable to our design and
development process that ensured we developed better products
faster and with greater accuracy than before,” remarked Girish
Kokane, Asst. General Manager (R&D)-Advanced Engineering
Endurance Technologies Ltd.
Altair HyperWorks helped in smooth implementation of
variety of CAE simulations during product design & development
stage at Endurance Technologies, India. Underlining this,
Kokane said, “Altair India and DesignTech technical teams are
extremely co-operative, responsive and competent for resolving
day-to-day technical issues that occur in our regular simulation
activities. This increased our confidence in capabilities of Altair
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simulation solutions, inspiring us to
explore more offerings from Altair
HyperWorks going forward.”

Achieving reliable results
Adoption of Altair simulation
solutions effectively facilitated the
achievement of reliable results, with test
correlations, study product behaviour
under several conditions and constraints,
and also the exploration of various
‘what- if’ scenarios. “These tools helped
us articulate and measure the costs and
effects of possible design errors, while
helping us arrive at simple yet accurate
solutions for our complex engineering
problems,” added Kokane.
Today HyperWorks technologies are
playing a vital role in product
development cycle and simulation has
become an integral part of NPD process
at Endurance Technologies. Endurance
has developed its own Virtual
Verification Process which is automated
with the help of Altair Enterprise
Solutions Group in order to cut short
simulation lead times & improve the
results consistency.

vehicle level design activities and
anticipates an increased application of
HyperWorks technologies in the area of
optimization and design of experiments.
The company believes that Altair’s
further research into HyperWorks

solutions and continued investment in
addressing newer physics will address
emerging domains there by enabling
them address newer challenges upfront
with simulation. ☐
Courtesy: DesignTech Systems
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Addressing newer challenges
Integration and automation of
advance processes in HyperWorks will
be a new area to explore as it would help
companies capture & establish best
practices or ideal approaches to address
complex, frequently solved problems
and thus reduce to a great extent the
duplication of work or repetitive efforts.
“We plan to explore other offerings
under HyperWorks solutions, viz.
Click2Cast®, solidThinking Inspire®/
Evolve®, which can strengthen our
engineering judgments and shorten our
design and development cycle on our
product-line,” noted Kokane.
Going
forward,
Endurance
Technologies plans to venture into full
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Enhancing machining performance
through drill geometry
Customers today are looking for a variety of benefits to support the life of the cutting tool,
without compromising on performance. This article highlights how an innovation in drill
geometry helps achieve consistent performance, enhanced tool life, improved regrind
process and ultimately, a reduction in costs, thus offering a win-win solution for all.
The tradition of ‘Twist Drill’ has been around for more than
150 years and its overall design has changed very little during
this time. This is recognition of the innovative invention from
American mechanic, Stephen Morse from Massachusetts back
in 1863. However, there will always remain the ambition to
improve on perfection!
While the style and general use of a standard twist drill
remains very close to its original roots, there is a constant
requirement to push the boundaries and find new ways to
enhance performance, extend tool life and reduce overall costs.
Dormer Pramet’s philosophy has always been to provide
customers with simple and reliable solutions to support and
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resolve their manufacturing challenges in an efficient and costeffective manner. This set of ethos was a key element in their
development of a distinctive feature into the working end of the
traditional drill.

Offering long-term performance
Continuously Thinned Web (CTW) technology is unique to
Dormer Pramet’s rotary drilling range and provides customers
with a variety of benefits to support the life of the cutting tool,
without compromising on performance. CTW geometry is a key
feature of Dormer’s Force X range of solid carbide drills for
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CTW is unique to Dormer Pramet and currently featured in
its Force X range of solid carbide drills for multi-materials

applications up to 8xD. Including CTW in the range means that
it is easier to re-grind the drills and offer a more consistent longterm performance. It will ensure the drills are restored as close to
its original properties as possible, after regrinding, providing a
cost-effective solution in a simplified manner.
Traditionally, web thinning is performed as an additional
operation after point grinding. A drill point is thinned by
shortening the length of the chisel edge to reduce the thrust
force needed when drilling. CTW technology simplifies the
chisel thinning process as the depth is already set and therefore
no adjustments are needed during regrind, regardless of drill
length. Ricky Payling, Product Strategy Manager for rotary
tools at Dormer Pramet, explains, “CTW increases both flute
volume and cross-sectional strength. The combination of these
elements ensures consistent forces throughout the drilling cycle,
with little or no increase in power requirement as the drill
penetrates deeper into the hole. This, in turn, allows increased
cutting speeds and greater performance reliability without
compromising on tool life.”

Advantages of CTW technology
Re-grinding a drill can be a cost-effective solution for an enduser to extend the life of a cutting tool but it can be a complex
procedure and needs to be performed accurately to ensure the
product achieves a consistently good level of performance.
Elaborating on this, Ricky shares, “Generally, a drill after re-grind
will be at around 75-80 per cent of its original qualities and
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performance, but with CTW included, this increases significantly
to 90-95 per cent.” He further highlights, “Also, for a regrind
company working with a batch of drills, with CTW included, will
significantly reduce its lead time, compared with those that do
not. This offers a quick turn-around for customers, simplified
logistics and machine downtime is kept to a minimum.”
Installing CTW into a drill not only enables the complexities
of the re-grinding operation to be reduced but because an
amount of the web thinning is built into the design, the symmetry
of the tool is retained after re-grind. This means that the drill will
not degenerate over time and will maintain its torque strength
after repeated re-grinds. By integrating part of the web-thinning
feature within the flute form, the design is effectively thinned
throughout the life of the drill, without passing on the costs and
difficulties associated with this additional operation to the user.
Also, as thrust forces are kept consistently low, the result is less
wear and tear on the machine tool, providing another time and
cost saving benefit for the end-user.

Withstanding differing conditions
CTW is unique to Dormer Pramet and currently featured in
its Force X range of solid carbide drills for multi-materials,
including the 3xD R457 and R458, the 5xD R453 and R454, and
the 8xD R459. A key feature of the R459 is its versatility in
machining a variety of materials. Recent in-house testing
conducted by Dormer Pramet using the drill on aluminium,
hardened steel and stainless steel, showcased how CTW could
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withstand differing applications and conditions.
During a test in stainless steel 316L with cutting data of Vc
35m/min at a feed of 0.1mm/rev (1395 RPM @ 140mm/min),
the R459 ran for 30 minutes contact time and showed a small
amount of pick up, with a nice even wear scar across the cutting
edges. Similarly, when machining aluminium, the drill was run
at Dormer catalogue data Vc 285 m/min (11340 RPM) at a feed
of 0.26 mm/rev (2950 mm/min). After 30 minutes of contact
time, the drill showed minimal wear across cutting edges with a
small amount of pick-up.
In the development of the R459 with CTW, Dormer Pramet
performed a range of competitor testing, where the drill
continued to perform well against five others. To ensure fairness
against the competition, all the drills were tested in the same
conditions. With hole depth set at 40mm and machining
hardened steel (AMG 1.5), speed was 80 m/min at 5092 rpm,
with 0.09 mm/rev feed at 458 mm/min.
From those tested, Dormer’s R459 drill and only one other
competitor lasted the full 30 minutes, drilling more than 340
holes, without any problems. In the same time frame, another
lasted half an hour but offered a poor finish and noisy
performance, while another lasted the time but only at 7xD
capability. The remaining two failed inside 20 minutes.

Win-win solution for all
From the initial test, the best performing competitor was
then selected to compare tool life using the same conditions.
The R459 lasted for a total of 80 minutes, drilling 900 holes,
without any problems, while the competitor was badly worn
after completing the same operation. The tests showcased that
even with the CTW web-thinning feature included, deep-hole
drills can perform successfully in a range of material applications.
This consistent performance, enhanced tool life, improved
regrind process and ultimately a reduction in costs, offers a winwin solution for all. Even the most demanding customer will be
pleased with these results and perhaps even Stephen Morse
himself would be impressed to see how his invention has
developed over the last 150 years. ☐
Courtesy: Dormer Pramet
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Simple, flexible and cost-effective
machine safety implementation
IMA Klessmann GmbH of Lübbecke, Germany is an international manufacturer of trendsetting manufacturing machines for the woodworking and craft furniture industries. In
2017, the company modernised a complex, multi-track transport system for wooden
workpieces for one of France’s largest kitchen cabinetry manufacturers, Fournier SA of
Thônes. In the process, a reliable monitoring system that prevents unauthorised entry was
implemented in an extremely simple, flexible and cost-effective way. A read on…
In the plant area concerned, board-shaped workpieces for
kitchen furniture are removed from a sorting warehouse and
stacked on pallets in two picking stations according to job
lists. The finished stacks are subsequently transported out of
the order-picking areas via appropriate conveying equipment
to the downstream machines. Following de-stacking, these
machines then receive the necessary parts in precisely the right
order to assemble a kitchen cabinet as efficiently as possible.
The two picking stations, which are among the safety risk
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areas due to their operating principle, each have six gates to
discharge the workpiece stacks.

High safety risk
According to Michael Gube, software developer at IMA and
responsible for the startup of this project, the requirement for
this kind of application is that it must never be possible for a
human to enter the risk area. There is a high safety risk involved
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With the help of the TwinSAFE SC terminals,
the EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic terminal can also
evaluate standard signals for safety tasks

on account of the high dynamics of the transport portals located
in this area and the large masses that are moved. The
conventional method to control access to such plant areas is to
use safety light barriers and muting functions. However, such
measures alone were deemed insufficient in this case.
For structural reasons, the safety light barriers could only be
installed immediately before the risk area. Unauthorised entry
would be reliably detected by the light barriers, but there would
not be sufficient time to stop hazardous movements quickly
enough, even if the maximum possible braking ramps were
activated. Other measures, for example, the use of safe service
brakes, would place an extreme load on the mechanical system
and in the long term, once again, represent a safety risk while
endangering the process safety.

Two-stage safety concept
One of the requirements, therefore, was to guarantee
personal and process safety through a second safety device—if
anyone attempts to gain unauthorised access to the picking
area, they must pass through two devices: as soon as they pass
the first, the portal switches to the Safely Limited Speed (SLS)
mode. As the person approaches the second device, the machine
is stopped from the safe speed.
The first safety device consists of three standard transit time
sensors. There is always a safety risk when there is either no
material stacked in the area of these sensors or when the material
stack is not moving in this area. The entry risk during this phase
is reliably avoided in the following way—as soon as a board
stack moves underneath the transit time sensor area and is
subsequently stopped, the transit time sensors measure the
current stack height once (latch).
If the stack moves completely out of the area, the stack
height is given the value 0. The values of the three sensors
determined at a standstill are transmitted to the safety
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controller and continually compared to the actual values of the
transit time sensors. Now, if someone attempts to gain entry
when no stack is present or by climbing over a stationary stack,
at least one of the three actual values deviates from the latched
position. This immediately causes the portals to switch to
Safely Limited Speed (SLS) mode.
Once a person has overcome the first safety device, he or she
must additionally overcome the second set of devices, safety
light barriers placed immediately in front of the picking area. If
they detect entry, then the axes, which are already moving at a
safely limited speed, are finally brought to a standstill.

Analog value processing saves costs
For Michael Gube, the prerequisite for an efficient safety
solution was the analog signal processing capability of the
EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic terminal. “Previously, there was a
safety deficit on this machine, even though the roller conveyors
were manufactured to be inaccessible. However, access was
still possible in individual cases, for example, if only a base
plate normally used underneath a stack was transported. The
safety light barriers used for protection were too close to the
moving portal, which meant it couldn’t be stopped fast enough
in case of imminent danger. The initial solutions considered,
such as, safety doors or the use of radar scanners, would only
have been possible with considerable mechanical rework and
cost expense. The alternative with TwinSAFE SC and transit
time sensors proved considerably simpler and more flexible
for us, while being much more cost-effective,” he shared.

Safety function blocks for analog sensor signals
According to Michael Gube, the safety functions based on
the analog signals from the transit time sensors can be
implemented very conveniently in TwinCAT 3 software with
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Application for safe temperature monitoring with TwinSAFE SC
(category 3, PL d)

Application for safe level measurement with TwinSAFE SC
(category 3, PL d)

the appropriate safety function blocks, which are above all
extremely scalable. The complexity of the system is also not a
problem. It consists of two machines with identical hardware
and software, each of which makes use of a Beckhoff CX9020
Embedded PC, an EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic terminal and six
EL3124-0090 TwinSAFE SC analog input terminals (one for
each roller conveyor).
Bettina Keller, application/support staff personnel from
Beckhoff, adds, “In addition, each machine uses four EL1904
TwinSAFE digital input terminals for the safety
acknowledgement and dual-channel muting inputs and one
EL2904 TwinSAFE digital output terminal to control the safety
contactors. All necessary functions, such as, the maximum
permitted duration of a muting procedure can be configured
conveniently with TwinSAFE function blocks in TwinCAT.”
That is also confirmed by Gube, who highlights, “The most
diverse safety functions can be realised simply and quickly
with the safety function blocks. A particular advantage of this
is that it applies universally, even to the more complex analog
input signals.”
Keller explains the building blocks for such a streamlined
safety implementation and shares, “The core is the EL6910
TwinSAFE Logic terminal with its extended safety
functionality. In addition to the safety function blocks from
the EL6900, it offers certified safety function blocks to process
analog signals, among other things. These also include more
complex functions, such as, counters, limit value and
comparison. In addition, the EL6910 supports the TwinSAFE
SC technology, and only this technology makes it possible to
securely transmit data from standard EtherCAT I/Os via their
TwinSAFE SC extension to the EL6910. As a result, analog

signals can now be analysed, checked for plausibility and
evaluated within the logic, although for safety reasons, at least
one of the data sources must be a TwinSAFE SC component.”
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Demand-based solution
The fine scalability of PC-based control technology from
Beckhoff resulted in one of the biggest advantages in the
installation of the new safety solution. Elaborating on this, Gube
explains, “The entire production facility is controlled by
TwinCAT 2 software. However, the TwinCAT 3 software
generation is required to directly connect the analog sensors via
the EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic terminal. The modular Beckhoff
control technology is scalable to suit the application demands
and it allowed this by simply and cost-effectively realising new
safety functions via a subsystem that consists of the CX9020
Embedded PC with TwinCAT 3 as well as the TwinSAFE and
TwinSAFE SC terminals.”
This solution has proven to be extremely flexible in a further
regard for Gube, who further elaborates, “According to the
applicable safety regulations, the hazardous area must be
monitored over its entire width in 250 mm intervals. Therefore,
we use three transit time sensors on each of the 700 mm-wide
roller conveyors. If it should prove necessary in the future to use
wider roller conveyors due to larger workpieces, we only need to
increase the number of sensors accordingly. The adaptation of
the safety functionality can then be configured with little effort
via TwinCAT software, especially since safety engineering
under TwinCAT 3 is very convenient and efficient.” ☐
Courtesy: Beckhoff Automation
For more information, contact info@beckhoff.co.in
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A step ahead in Smart Manufacturing
One of Taiwan manufacturing sector’s objectives is to become the
Silicon Valley of Asia, with its geographical location in South East
Asia and the worldwide business partnerships that it has formed and
developed till today. Taking this into account, the Taiwan External
Trade Development Council (TAITRA) had recently planned the
Taipei Intelligent Machinery & Manufacturing Technology Show,
along with a four-day factory visit, which gave a deeper insight into
what the Taiwanese machine and manufacturing technology is like.
Besides, the tour gave us a peep into TIMTOS 2019. EM reports…
Taiwan’s machine tool industry supply chain, from R&D
design to component manufacturing, develops a whole system,
giving the industry a lead over competition. The country uses its
industry-academic association to the fullest, thus guaranteeing
continuous technical elevations and revolution towards a more
intellectual, rapid development that appeals to customers all
over the world. Keeping this in mind, The Taiwan External
Trade Development Council (TAITRA) had recently invited
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EM for a four-day factory tour, providing an exposure to their
topmost machine tool manufacturers, by visiting their plants
and showcasing their new products, technology and
manufacturing practices.
Upon asking their plans for expansion in India, a majority of
the companies visited told EM that India remains a very high
potential market for Taiwanese products, although their presence
in India is still not very strong vis-à-vis the growing demand in
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India. They are looking to expand their presence in India by
increasing the number of agents/distributors and in some cases
opening of new offices and service activities in India.

Multiplas
Our first day involved a visit to Multiplas, a leading industrial
solutions provider that deals with versatile moulding solutions,
innovative design and manufacturing for production systems.
Besides, the company provides comprehensive technical
support services to customers committed to 3C teletronics,
electrical, automotive, medical/optical and other technical
moulding centres.
Multiplas offers an injection moulding machine that
requires less floor space, more mobility and processes easily,
both online and offline. With a network of production and
sales/service facilities in both Taiwan and China, the company
helps customers become competitive worldwide.
Speaking about the company’s values, David Wu, General
Manager, Multiplas, said “Under our company’s policy which
focuses on trustworthiness, dependability, reliability and with
years of efforts, Multiplas has become an international
celebrated brand name in the plastic processing industry. It has
gone on to become a leading industrial solutions provider that
offers versatile moulding solutions and innovative manufacture
for the production systems.”

Techman Robot
Techman Robot comes with the vision to bring people to
work in man-machine collaboration on the production line, and
hence, increase production efficiency. While the world is bracing
up for Industry 4.0, Techman Robot gives importance to
upgrading automation development, in the hopes that
collaborative robots will become a good tool in this new age.
Techman’s TM5 Robot features simple programming,
innovative integrated vision capabilities together with the
latest safety functionality, all leading to rapid deployment in
a huge variety of applications. It is also serious about safety
in every aspect of the design of the whole robot system,
through hardware, software and operational design.
Furthermore, it is designed to be harmless, with their soft
end caps and no sharp edges.
Highlighting on man-machine collaboration, Scott Huang,
COO, Techman Robot, asserted, “Our vision is to apply
technology to enhance human life, which implies to the definition
of the collaborative robot – people working in man-machine
collaboration on the production line, away from the messy and
stressful work environment of the 3K industry.”
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SEYI Machinery Industry
Our second day started with a company that has been a part
of the metal forming industry for the past 50 years – SEYI. This
company, which has earned the leading position with press
products from 25 tons to 4000 tons, does not just provide press
products, but also the ‘Total Solution’ service, including
peripherals, such as, feeding machine, transporting device and
auxiliary equipment to maximise customers’ revenue. Future
growth areas for the company include the automotive, aviation
machinery and medical equipment industries.
Some of SEYI’s specialised products include a Straight Side
cranko servo press and a straight side eccentric gear servo press,
which happen to be suitable for high tensile strength steel product.
They also come with a powerful direct drive transmission with
flexible and easy-to-use operating system. Furthermore, they are
environment-friendly and help save energy.
Elaborating on their core values, Dr Hsu Kuei-Chang of SEYI
said, “The four core values in SEYI include integrity,
accountability, service and innovation. It all comes down to
continuous learning and actively improving.”

Cosen Mechatronics
Up next, we paid a visit to Cosen, one of the world’s leading
band saw manufacturers. It offers 140 models including vertical,
horizontal, miter-cutting, NC & CNC, automatic and customised
band saws. It has sundry cutting materials made from steel and
titanium to chromium and silicon. The diverse cutting abilities of
machines serve numerous industries, such as, construction,
automobile, transportation and more. Alice Wu, CEO, Cosen
Mechatronics, averred, “Cosen’s values involve striving for
excellence and being faithful in integrity, which has been the case
for the past four decades. Likewise, we intend to continue to be
the pillars of our company for many years to come.”

Leadermac Machinery
We headed next to Leadermac Machinery, a well-known
woodworking machinery manufacturer specialised in four-side
moulders. The product line begins from the classic series up to
the most advanced machines, answering the most growing
demand for more accuracy, efficiency, and reliability.
The company provides unjointed moulders with smartmac
series, where each spindle is driven by an individual motor
except the side heads, which share one motor. They come with
hard chrome plated tables and full cardan shaft drive with feed
speeds up to 80 FPM. They also have easy head adjustment by
mechanical digital readouts.
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WE’RE SHAPING THE FUTURE
OF MANUFACTURING®

Toolpath strategies for the biggest
innovation in turning…since turning.

2X

Double the
speed and feed

Longer
lasting inserts

>50%
Productivity
increase

Stay tuned! This June, for an interesting contest in India

Or see PrimeTurning in action at:
www.sandvik.coromant.com/primeturning
To learn more, visit: www.mastercam.com/primeturning

Contact Us On : +91 7378 55 2000

Technical Support : +919325628101
Contest Support : +918007979966
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The opening ceremony of 2018 Taipei
Intelligent Machinery & Manufacturing
Technology Show (iMTduo)

Leadermac Machinery also offers the highest speed jointed
moulders with super thundermac series. They come with hydroloc outboards on all horizontals and full-width bottom driven
bedrolls. It also includes PC dual digital position readouts at
each head position for fast setup.

FFG Group
On the third day, we found ourselves experiencing the
world’s largest machining centre and manufacturing group and
the largest machine tool group in greater China – FFG Group.
FFG is the world’s third largest machine tools group and the
number one manufacturer of VMC in the world. Additionally,
it became one of the top 20 manufacturers of CNC machine
tools in the world since 2009.
Some of FFG’s high-end products include crankshaft
machining, double spindle vertical lathes, hobbing machines,
manufacturing systems and transfer concepts for volume
production, etc. Others comprise of 5-axis vertical machining
centres, overhead gantry type milling centres, moving column
milling centres, external grinding machines for railway axles,
flexible rotary transfer machines, rotary machining centres,
5-axis high-speed horizontal profiler, double column multi
centres and more.
Throwing light on the organisation’s principles, Jimmy C Y
Chu, Chairman, FFG, said, “FFG was established with the
founding principles of reliability and growth, and has always
focused on continuous advancement, best in quality, and
striving for excellence.”

Syntec
On the fourth day, we visited Syntec. This company specialises
in PC-based CNC controllers, which are conducted through
excellent research and development. It has long contributed in
the machine tool industry and has been innovative in both,
hardware and software. One of Syntec’s most unique services is
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its easy-to-use robots controller with simple HMI, intuitive
operation, user-friendly instructions and packaged functions for
pick-and-place. It allows one to create custom pages, HMI and
functions by development tools. Users can move and teach robots
with a well-functioned handheld teaching box, making it much
easier and faster to teach a robot. Moreover, the robots controller
provides economical choices for motor wrap programs.

Femco Group
What followed next was a visit to FATEK (Factory Automation
Technology), a subsidiary of the Femco Group. FATEK designs,
produces, sells and distributes a full line of CNC machine tools.
The high-end equipment developed by Femco Group
include automatic storage system, order selecting system,
operation site storage retrieval system, and high speed cyclic
storage system. The products made by Femco are applied to all
kinds of markets and industries.
Explaining how Femco has grown, Raymond Lin, Senior
Manager, Femco, said, “From our humble beginnings as a
bicycle rim shop, we've expanded to become an internationallyoriented company. Our mission is to provide high quality
products and services through our international network of
distributors and regional offices.”

Chmer
The next company that we visited was Chmer, which,
through its in-house R&D department, has developed highly
reliable and user-friendly CNC controller and state-of-the-art
EDM power supplies. It manufactures high-performance and
high-quality EDM machines to meet the stringent requirements
of customers. The products include Wire Cut EDM, Die Sinker
EDM, Super Drilling EDM and High Speed Drilling Machine,
which are widely used in the aerospace, transportation,
medical, electronics industries.
Remarking on their role in the progress of the EDM
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Contact modeling functionality
for fast and accurate results.

Visualization of von Mises stress distribution and applied
loads in a mixed-mode delamination of a composite material.
Adhesion and decohesion modeling is useful for analyzing
manufacturing processes that involve the joining of parts and
for studying the maximum load-bearing capacity of structures.
The right contact modeling tools deliver fast and accurate
results, empowering you to develop more efficient and reliable
manufacturing processes.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating
designs, devices, and processes in all fields of engineering,
manufacturing, and scientific research. See how you can apply
it to contact modeling.
comsol.blog/adhesion-decohesion
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Thomas Huang, Executive Director, Exhibition Department,
TAITRA and David Chuang, Chairman, Machine Tool
Committee, TAMI, at the press conference for TIMTOS 2019

industry, Brad Wang, Marketing Director, Chmer, cited,
“Chmer EDM has been based on the concepts of integrity,
growth, customer satisfaction, and employee security. We
have always committed ourselves to advancing the technology
and quality of the EDM industry in Taiwan and worldwide.”

Anderson Group
On our last day, we visited Anderson Group. Anderson
CNC routers and machining centres build machines to exacting
standards as governed by ISO9001 and TUV. Their CNC Router
division is arranged in several product groups. The product
application includes automobile, woodworking, aerospace,
railway and other industries.
Some of Anderson Group’s most expert products include
the tool calibration device, a touch-off device that allows the
cutting tools to be calibrated accurately, simply and safely. Some
of its other devices consist of handheld device, which allows the
operator to jog the machine, perform system tests and run CNC
programs from a remote computer system.
Taking pride in their core team, Shawn F C Teng, Manager,
CNC Machinery – Factory Sales & Service, Anderson Industrial
Corp, informed, “At the centre of the group lies a team of
experienced, dynamic and ambitious directors. Moreover, we
take pride in the relationships we build with our partners.”

Taiwan Takisawa
Our last company to visit was Taiwan Takisawa, which
specialises in manufacturing precision machine tools and PCB
(Printed Circuit Board) drillers for domestic and international
market. Its major customers for CNC lathes are the bicycle,
motorcycle and automobile industries, as well as parts
processing plants supplying the aeronautic industry.
Richard Su, Section Manager, Overseas Business
Department, Taiwan Takisawa, said, “Our vision is to
manufacture products that meet our customers’ satisfaction.
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We aim to achieve professionalism, which means self-growth,
mutual respect, and broad-mindedness.”

iMTduo 2018
2018 Taipei Intelligent Machinery & Manufacturing
Technology Show (iMTduo) was held in Taipei, on May 9-12.
Being Asia’s leading professional trade show, the exhibition saw
238 exhibitors, using 1,000 booths. It joined every facet of future
tech, with exhibits of smart machinery, 3D printing and Additive
Manufacturing (AM), industrial robots, automated control
systems and equipment, IoT, and cyber-physical system (CPS).
Moreover, iMTduo 2018 held the first Summit, which is
focused on AM, smart factory, industrial robots and IoT, which
assisted participants in exploring market trends.

Looking ahead
Keeping in mind the diverse Taiwan machine tool industry,
many exhibitions are being held to showcase their latest
technologies globally. An upcoming exhibition is the 2019
Taipei International Machine Tool Show (TIMTOS), which will
take place on March 5-10 next year and will be marking its 27th
anniversary. Organised by Taiwan External Trade Development
Council, TIMTOS is one of the largest professional machine
tool trade shows in Taiwan.
This exhibition will continue its previous theme of “Industry
4.0 & Smart Manufacturing”. Visitors will get an insight into
umpteen complete-line and whole-plant solutions that combine
machine tools, sensors, industrial robots, cloud data analysis and
remote monitoring technologies. These are all aimed to move
from a single machine towards the concept of Industry 4.0.
Designed from the perspective of the customer, these total
solutions will provide clients with immediate prevention and
diagnosis to reduce wear and tear, achieve lean production,
improve efficiency and productivity, respond quickly to
customer needs and assist customers in smart production. ☐
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Scalable industrial PCs
Beckhoff will show how to significantly enhance machine tool productivity high-performance series machines that perform the widest variety of machining
through PC-based control, at this year’s ACMEE 2018 trade fair, which takes and processing tasks (cutting, milling, and eroding). For these purposes, a
place from June 21-25 in Chennai. It will
universal and open hardware and software
showcase how complicated multi-axes
platform is available that can be finely scaled to
machines with higher performance &
suit all performance requirements. As an open, allcompetitive advantage can be realised
in-one CNC, the TwinCAT software solution
through end-to-end engineering with
integrates all functionalities in one control
integrated intellectual property protection and
platform, simplifying engineering for the entire
cloud-based automation with predictive
range of possible applications. Covering CNC
maintenance using PC based Control. This can
functionalities through to HSC and PLC and other
be achieved using the highly scalable
applications such as robotics, HMI, measurement
Industrial PC (IPC) range from Beckhoff, which Beckhoff CNC solutions and EtherCAT measurement modules technology and safety can all be implemented
also includes compact entry-level controllers,
efficiently with one comprehensive toolbox.
all the way up to Embedded PCs with 12-cores of processing power.
The TcCOM objects in TwinCAT CNC ensure a unique level of openness
To illustrate the intelligent production approach of PC Control, Beckhoff and engineering efficiency. These objects allow users to complement or
will also display compact industrial PCs, embedded PCs, measurement replace certain parts of the CNC application with their own company’s code
automation technology, scientific automation products & Extended Transport segments. Support of diverse programming languages such as C/C++ and
System – XTS for component assembly machines.
MATLAB®/Simulink® further adds to the openness. With this simple
Additionally, the high-performance Beckhoff TwinCAT CNC is ideal for all integration of customer-specific process expertise and the implementation of
machine tools – from compact HSC (High Speed Cutting) milling machines to new functions, TcCOM objects optimise CNC performance capabilities.
Beckhoff Automation | Pune
Email: info@beckhoff.co.in | Tel: + 91-20-40-00-4800

Advt

Manual band saw machine
Cosen Mechatronics offers ‘The Cosen Manual Series Band Saw’ that comes
equipped with manual vise and adjustable hydraulic feed. It is a perfect tool
for the small to medium machine shop,
maintenance shop, metal fabricating
shop, school, and limited run production
work. It helps out a great deal with
cutting solids, square, round, rectangle,
and tubing material. Its solid construction
ensures many years of consistency and
high level of performance. Besides, the
product is well-found with precision ball
bearing combined with carbide faced
guides that allow for better square
cutting accuracy and stability. It is MHV-200 band saw series
equipped with the best worm gear speed
reducer to help extend saw blade life. It also has extremely heavy-duty cast
iron guide arms and wheels. Further, the saw frame falls under its own
weight and the descent feed rate is controlled by a hydraulic cylinder that has
a valve to be adjusted by the operator. This adjustment is important when you
are cutting different types and sizes of material. Additionally, its powerful
coolant pump cools the blade and assists in chip removal.
Cosen Mechatronics I Taiwan
Email: service@cosen.com.tw I Tel: +886-3-551-9700
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Milling machine

Production crimper

Para Mill offers NC double-sided milling machine and milling head units that
are mainly focused on the heavy duty milling applications, such as mould base,
hydraulic manifold block and square or rectangular block machining
applications. The machine’s features include special high-low gearbox with
variable speed that can be changed
for a wide range of machine. Its NT
50 spindle can perform heavy duty
milling jobs. The machine’s base is
built with high grade cast iron and
it has user friendly HMI control
system. The structure and strength
of the material utilised by the
NC double-sided milling machine and
machine is designed not only to
milling head unit
absorb cutting vibration, but also
can retain its unique characteristics
under high precision heavy cutting condition. Its control system includes a selfdiagnostic function and alarm message conveniently displayed for on-screen
troubleshooting. It has 15 sets of cutting data (R.P.M. feed rate) memory for
storing different machining conditions. The system is for measuring a workpiece
before machining and the data will be transferred to the controller directly.

Uniflex is offering the innovative HM crimpers, which are setting new
standards. The HM 665 is a perfect example of combining high productivity
and quality with outstanding ergonomics
and a long service life. The machine offers
an opening stroke of more than 180 mm
and an opening diameter of 580 mm
(without dies). It can, thus, be used to
crimp industrial hoses up to 12" with ANSI
flanges and pipe fittings up to 16" without
having to remove the dies. The fixed
6-o'clock die and the 250 mm long bottom
die make the workpiece positioning easy.
Apart from hydraulic hoses, the machine
HM 665
can be used to join reinforcing steel, steel
cables, ropes and insulators with forces up
to 6000 kN. The HM 665 is controlled through the tried and tested Control
C.2, a bespoke control unit of Uniflex. The company has been developing,
producing and marketing innovative systems for the production and
machining of hoses. It also supplies to customers all over the world, including
market leaders and exports make up 80 per cent of its sales.

Para Mill Precision Machinery | Taiwan

Uniflex Hydraulik I Germany

Email: para@paramill.com | Tel: +886-4-26800678

Email: alla.kulakova@uniflex.de I Tel: +49-(0)-6039/9171-270

Deep hole drilling

Bearing solutions

Suhner’s production expert division SOMEX offers custom made deep hole
drilling solutions capable of drilling up to Ø12mm, as deep as 100 x Ø. These
modules can be integrated directly into
transfer machines, special purpose
machines or conventional machines
like turning machines. The deep hole
drilling process typically requires either
a pilot-drill 1.5 x Ø or a drill guide
bushing which is then followed by the
deep hole drilling process. The design
combines the guide bushing with a chip
basket, allowing both items to travel
together. The movement of the guide
SOMEX deep hole drilling solution
bushing is air driven which helps to
provide a much closer contact to the
part, thus preventing the escapement of the coolant medium. For longer deep
hole drilling applications it may be necessary to integrate a support bushing
to stabilise the deep hole drilling tool. For deep hole drilling applications
above Ø 18mm, SOMEX has the option to equip its MAX machining units with
drilling systems from BTA- or EJEKTOR. In these applications, the coolant and
chip management is accomplished through the spindle center.

Rollon Bearings offers bushes or components that are an engineered product
of Rollon Slideway material manufactured as per the customer requirements.
The Rollon Slideway is a
proven
linear
bearing
material used globally by
OEMs and re-conditioners for
machine tool guideways,
jibs, wedges, rotary tables or
any
linear
movement
application to check metal to
metal
contact,
where
Rollon bushes and components
reduced friction and wear
resistance are critical design
considerations. The bushes and components are abrasion resistant and selflubricating material suitable for reciprocating or oscillating or a combination of
both. They exhibit exceptionally low friction and are maintenance-free. These
bushes and components are manufactured in solid Rollon wear-resistant
material or Slideway material suitably bonded on to the backing material like
Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel, Nylon, etc. They have excellent wear resistant
properties, are corrosion-resistant and eliminate stick-slip problems. They are
further suitable for wide temperature range and good PV values.

Suhner India | Bangalore
Email: machining.in@suhner.com | Tel: +91 80 2783 1108

Rollon Bearings I Bangalore
Email: rollon@rollonbearings.com I Tel: +91-80-22266928/22250287
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Advt

Grinding centre
Junker offers Justar grinding centre that brings real advantages to
manufacturers of grinding and forming tools. The machining centre combines
the work of several machines: from
cutting off the raw material to
cylindrical grinding of the blank,
grinding-in grooves and thread,
and surface grinding. Once the
machine is set up, there’s no need
for any further retooling time. This
gives the customers the required
tool as quickly as possible, with Justar grinding center
optimum grinding quality. The
Justar manufactures very intricate geometries, which cannot be achieved on
the line machines. With the Justar, prototypes can be produced considerably
faster and more easily. The machining center also features a high-performance
grinding spindle for high cutting capacity. The automatic coolant nozzle
tracking and clever measurement system with automatic dimensional
correction are ideal for unmanned production. It is equipped with a large, fully
automatic, changer for 30 grinding wheels, enabling it to machine even
medium-sized quantities with a consistent level of quality.
Junker India| Pune
Email: info@junker.in | Tel: +91-20-2553-3896

Advt

Replacement bearings
igus has developed a durable replacement bearing for its drylin W linear
guides. The bearing enables easy replacement directly on the linear rail.
It can be changed
very quickly and
without complication,
as a result of
which
downtimes
are
reduced
to
a minimum. The
bearing, the linear Drylin W replacement bearings
guide or linear axis
can therefore be put back into service and be ‘productive’ within just a few
seconds. A practical, free tool enables safe installation in no time at all.
With the help of a simple screwdriver, the side cover of the linear carriage
can easily be detached and removed. With the free tool supplied, which the
user can also 3D print himself, the liner is pushed out of the carriage and
directly removed from the rail. The new bearing made of the wear-resistant
and abrasion-resistant high-performance plastic iglidur J200 is then
clipped onto the rail and located into the carriage with the mounting tool.
The side cover is then placed on the carriage to complete the bearing
replacement process.
igus (India) | Bangalore
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-93411-36381
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» Material Handling
Material handling is vital in any
manufacturing project. Material handling
systems have a fundamental structure
to proficiently manage the movement of
materials between activities of production
systems. With its intricate processes, it’s
crucial to recognise how to start, conduct,
and implement an effective material
handling project. It is also very important
for every manufacturing company to
determine the crux of material handling
systems. The next issue discusses the
material handling types to consider and
applying them successfully.

» CNC & Machine Controls
The software programs and consoles
employed in CNC machining distinguish
it from all other forms of computation.
Thanks to its capability to pre-program
the speed and position of machine
tool functions, CNC machining has
been adopted across all corners of the
manufacturing sector. In the following
issue we explore the many trends in CNC
& machine controls.
» Additive Manufacturing
One of the biggest advantages of Additive
Manufacturing is that it lets manufacturers
use less material to build their products.
The next issue will talk about Additive
Manufacturing technologies being used
by manufacturers for applications that go
beyond experimentation.

» Skill Upgradation and Training
Since the beginning of 2011, the
manufacturing industry has added over
100,000 jobs to the economy, a trend
economists expect to continue. For better
or worse, manufacturing no longer needs
masses of trainable employees that
specialise in a single skill. It now demands
manufacturing workers that possess a
combination of sundry skills. The shift
away from ‘old-line’ manufacturing toward
more advanced, computer-assisted
manufacturing has changed the type of
workers needed. The subsequent issue
focuses on these challenges.
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 High helix cutting edges guarantee smooth
and stable cutting
 The FINEBALL demonstrates excellent run-out
and precision due to its optimized design
 Internal coolant system promotes excellent
chip evacuation and prolongs tool life
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